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The f,ommunist Party
a Heview and Perspective
The pqpose of this article is to sketch briefly the events, the trends
and movements of the past year in order to assess tho work of tho
Communist Party in its relations to these developments. It is not the
obje_ctive here to-review the work of the party, but merely to set some
guide posts for the pre-convention discussion.
The 17th convention held at the end of 1g5g drew the balance sheet
on the 1950s and set the direction for our party for the 1g60s. Tho
coming L8th convention has the task of assessing the six eventful and
tumultuous years of the '60s and to set the course for the period ahead.
Each period_of history is distinguished by certain speciffc maior
events which determine its character. There are periods when tho
social forces are accumulating and building up. Tliese are generally
periods of relative tranquility; of social and political incubaiion. In
periods the processes are not always discernible, because they aro
_such
like currents fowing beneath the surface. Then there are periods
characterized by mass social upheavals, when millions
r*"lpt into
"re
action. These are periods when the processes of incubation
and accumulation have reached the point of qualitative change, forcing more
fundamental solutions. These are periods of mass discontent and mass
probing, when injustices and inequities are challenged, when old concepts, old alliances and accepted practices no longer meet the needs
of the rising struggles pressuring for change. A mood of optimism
that people can determine the direction of events is present.
For most of the years between our two conventions we have been
liwing throug! su_ch period of rising mass upheavals and stiuggres.
!
Standards of leadership, the degree of mobilization and mobility of
our party, adequate for more tranquil times, do not meet the requirements of a period when the masses ,are in motion.

AWoild, in Clwnge
There are a number of obiective developments that help to explain the direction of the motion of this period.
1. The 1960s marked the end of the postwar phase in which U.S.
imperialism had unchallenged domination in the capitalist world. The
debtors of yesterday have becomo the competitors of today; the op.
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pressed of yesterday have become the masters on their own native soil.
2. The 1960s marked a new phase in the world struggle for na-

tional liberation. The historic task of ffnally putting an end to colonialisrn has emerged as a realistic objective, with dozens of nations
attaining political independence. U.S. imperialism, the center of world
reaction, has felt the full bn:int of these vast changes. What was to
have been the opening of the "American Century" has been drowned
in the food of the overwhelming tide of national liberation.
8. The 1960s has been marked by a shift in the balance of world
relationships in favor of the forces of socialism and progress and
against imperialism and reaction. More and more this new reality is
determining the course of world affairs.
4. The most dramatic evidence of the new level of national liberation revolutions, and the nature of the new balance of world forces,
is the fact that the ffrst country in the Americas has taken the path of
socialism. Cuba, a nation of 716 million people, 90 miles from the
shores of the United States, has rid itself of the colonial-puppet
regime of Batista and has embarked on the buil&ng of the new socialist society. Thus, while imperialism remains a powerful reactionary force, it must mow trim its sails before the dynamic and rising
forces of anti-imperialism and socialism.
5. The drive of U.S. imperialism for world domination and the
exploitation of peoples and nations everywhere, comes into sharp
collision with the progressive direction of history. The direction of
life is toward the independence and equality of nations; U.S. policies
aim to turn back the clock of history. Possibly more than any other
factor, what determines the nature of this period is this collision between the direction of U.S. imperialist policy and the direction of history. But U.S. imperialist policy is based on a gross miscalculation
of the present period and the world balance of forces. This is most
graphically dramatized by the dangerous confrontation in Vietnam.
The people of Vietnam are determined to win their independence;
U.S. aggression seeks to deny this independence. Not only the people
of our country, but the people of the entire world, have risen in opposi(ion to this brutal and genocidal war of oppression. "Withdraw U.S.
military forces from Vietnam," has become a demand echoed in all
parts of the world. U.S. imperialism will be compelled to reheat
before the anger of the world's peoples or face a disastrous defeat.
U.S. imperialist policies are destined to be defeated by the forward
thrust of the wortrdwide sbuggle for freedom, independence and
socialism. This, however, does not lessen the dangers that emanate
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from them and the considerable damage they can cause. In but a few
years we have witnessed the dastardly Bay of Pigs invasion to destroy
Cuban independence. I'n, October, 1962 the wortd stood perilously
on the brink of a world holocaust during the nuclear confrontation
in the Caribbean. There was the flagrant intervention in the Congo
and the landing of U.S. marines in the Dominican Republic.
while the overall scoreboard in the struggle for independence shows
the_ great victories attained by the people against imperialist colonialism, there have been in recent years also some setbacks, temporary
to be sure, but serious nonetheless. The military coups in Chaor,
Indonesia and fie Congo have rnomentarily brought to power the servants of imperialism, reversing the path toward economic independence
and a non-capitalist development.
The division which has arisen in the ranks of the world Marxist
movement in these years has also resulted in serious damage to the
cause of anti-imperialism, the cause of the working class and ih"
"rrrr"
of world socialism. The development of a dogmatic line, couched
in
revolutionary phrases and fftted into the narrow channels of nationalism, has caused serious havoc in a number of parties giving rise to
internal struggles. only imperialism can benefft from zuch iivisioos
and provocatively exploit them.
Yet this, too, is only a temporary phenomenon. The process of reuni^
ffcation of the Marxist rnovement is evident on all sides. It is to be
hoped that these processes will be accelerated in the coming period.
such are some of the
in the world today that have
-developments
determined the course of these explosive times in which we live.

The Changes on the Home Front
But what about the domestic developmentsP Here too we ffnd many
unprecedented and historic events.

Y9r" than any other development, the mass social explosion
of-1: Negro people-to end the generations-old system of segr6gation
th9
and discrimination, has reverberated throughout the entire-coirntry.
The explosion has forced a social and political crisis of the greatest
"
magnitude to the surface. For it has shattered the demagogic-facade
of the claim that here equality, exists for all, and it has exlosed the
careful,ly concealed fact that the roots of jim crow are d6eply embedded in the whole fabric of capitalist society. The struggr" br trr"
Negro people for Freedom Now has puriffed and refreshed Ihe moral
atmosphere by stirring the conscience of large sections of the white
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masses. In its wake this struggle is bringing about fundamental
political realignments.
2. The period under review was marked by a new level of technological unemployment as a consequence of the introduction of automation, displacing millions of skflled and unskilled workers. An end
has come to the phase when employment to build automated equip
ment balanced ofi those laid ofi because of automation. From serious
pockets of unemployment in one-industry regions, unemployment has
mounted throughout the oountry, reaching mass proportions among
Negroes, Puerto Ricans and Mexican-Americans, especially among first
job.seekers and those considered too old to employ. While some of
the pressures of unemployment have eased with the high rate of military conscription of working-class youth, who are without deferment
status, and with the rapid expansion of war production to feed the
war machine in Vietnam, unemployment remains a chronic condition for millions of American workers. As the efiects of automation
come home to roost, the problem of job security stands out as the foremost problem confronting labor.
3. In the midst of acclaimed affiuence and economic boom, poverty

and deprivation are widespread. The poor of our land are found
not only among the unemployed and so-called "unemployables," Tens
of millions who have full-time employment receive wages that force
them to live in abject poverty or on its brink. The rise in prices of
consumer goods, which is reaching inflationary proportions with the
escalation of the war in Vietnam, has sharply aggravated the situation
for millions of Americans. The thin line between "just getting along"
and stark hunger is seen in the new phenomena of "personal bankruptcies," the garnishment of wages, the rise in foreclosures and cutofis of installment credit.
4. This period brought to a new peak of mass consciousness the
danger of nuclear war and the hazards of nuclear fallout. The movement for a ban on nuclear-bomb testing was the prelude to the present
massive opposition to the war in Vietnam and for world peace.
5. The new problems confronting U.S. imperialism at home and
abroad has been a fertile ground for the rise of the forces of extreme
reaction, giving birth to new ultra-Right formations, which play upon
the most backward emotions and prejudices of fear, racism and iingo-

ism, and misuse patriotism and nationalism. The most sinister wealxln
is the big lie of anti-Communism, aimed to &vide and disorganize
the people's struggles. When capitalism loses its ability to win the
minds of men by ideolo$cal and political arguments, it more and
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more resorts to reactionary fascist assaults on all democratic channels
and institutions, on the democratic rights of the people.
6. A: the policy of aggression has come into iharper clash with
the realities of this epoch, the divisions in the ranki of U.S. capitalism have deepened and come to the fore. There is now an important section of u.s. capitalism that does not regard the present course
9f the Johnson Administration as serving their interestl. They have
begun to see_ the futility of this policy. This is refected in the positions taken by such representatives of the ruling class as senators

I. W. Fulbright

and Wayne Morse. This is ref.ected, too, in the
editorial expressions of a number of important newspapers. The ..consensus" myth is floundering on the rocks of this reality. These divisions within the ruling circles are important only insofar as they are
factors in influencing the mass struggles for peace.
Such are some of the factors that have propelled the turbulent ,60s
and determine the speciffc character of thi piesent period.
Tlw Mass Upsurge
__These

past six years have witnessed great social upheavals

in

the

United States, with millions participating in actions which have
spread !o every corner of the land. The wave upon wave of mass
actions have propelled the civil rights movement into the very center
of political Iife in our counby. This mass upsurge continues unabated,
in the solemn determination of the Negro people to destroy the Dixiecrat power structure in the South and wipe out all forms of jim crow
in both the North and South.
The masses in motion against the policy of U.S. imperialist aggression in Vietnam is without precedent in our country's history. It is
a movement on different levels, each reflecting differences in tactics
and organizational forms, but all united in their opposition to the policy
of foreign aggression. Despite tJle attempts to whip up war hysteria
and national chauvinism, the movement for peace cortirrues to qpread,
with millions recognizing that it is u.S. imperialism that today tfrreatens to embroil the world in a nuclear holocaust.
The signiffcance in the shift of popular sentiment today is best
understood when it is recalled that for long years only we communists,
and the more conscious advocates of peace, recognized that the main
threat to,world peace came from the aggressive drive of U.S. imperiali_s1, \l]!ile people joined in the struggle to maintain peace, tfiey
tended to blame the soviet union for aggravating world teisions. Bui,
today, this is no longer true. In increasing numbers, new sectors of
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the population have begun to realize that it is U.S. imperialism which
bars the right of people to self-determination; that it is U.S. imperialism that has troops and bases around the world; that it is U.S. imperialism which employs its military power to impose its will; it is
U.S. imperialism that pursues a policy of brinkrnanship.
The growing mass awareness of the danger of the ultra-Right, and
the rising movement against it, is testimony to the depth of the wellsprings of democracy that exists in our land. It is in the struggle
against the ultra-Right that the4rade unions played a prominent role.
Struggles of mass proportions have swept city after city against
slum housing, discriminatory education and spreading poverty, involving in the latter case, hundreds of thousands of the poor themselves.
There is discontent a'nd motion among the rank and ffle of labor as
automadon endangers job security and government wage-guidelines
keep wages low while corporation proffts soar. Strikes have been prolonged, expressing a rising militancy among the workers.
These mass movements in the four areas of struggle-for equality,
for peace, for democracy and for economic security-are the four
streams characterizing the social upsurge taking place in our country.
The shock brigades of all these movements are the youth. Thuy
are the pace setters, the prodders, the activists. They have given
these mass movements a new sense of urgency and militancy.

Out Party's Reactions
From the time of the 17th Convention, the party correctly foresaw
the developing mass currents in the country. It placed the struggle
for civil rights, for peace and against imperialist aggression, for
democracy against the threat of the ultra-Right, for job security
against the economic consequences of automation, in the very center
of its policies and activities. The party related the struggle for its
legality to the unfolding mass struggles, And it can be recorded that
in all these arenas of skuggle, the party and its members have made
signiffcant contributions. We have made important breakthroughs
out of our isolation. The slogan of speaking to millions has become
a reality. The party is now an important political factor.
Above all the party has won the battle against liquidationism. FoIlowing the 17th Convention a persistent struggle had to be waged
against all liquidationist concepts, from both the "Right" and the
"Left." From the "Right" came the pressure: of what need is the
Communist Party? From the "Left" came the pressure to furn the
party into an isolated sectl
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The struggle to break out of the isolation, for a mass policy, for a
militant policy of initiative and leadership; the struggle for unity in
our ranks, for the party press and literature, for the party clubs as
centers of activity, discussion and initiative-all are important features
of the overall life of our party since our 17th Convention.
The struggle for the party was an ideological struggle within the
party. It was a struggle against all attempts to downgrade our
party; a struggl! against pessimism, against concepts that our party
was just a "holding operation." The struggle to convince the membership and leadership that the party can be rebuilt, remoulded and
revitalized, was a long and shalp battle. This struggle in the main
is now behind us.
Our party has successfully defeated the reactionary attempts to
destroy our organization and to isolate us frorn the struggles of the
people. We have turned back all internal "persuasions" to shove our
p-arty into dead-end sectarian corners or to divert us from the path of
class struggle. As a result, the party has regained its sense of selfcon-ffdence. With it has come a new boldness in projecting our policies and a greater flexibility in their application in the present struggles.
The Arena of El,ectoral Struggle

Let us take a number of the policy guestions we have developed
during these years and pursue them on the level of applicatiorr. This,
after all, is the ffnal test of the correctness of any policy.
Let us take the electoral policies. Each of the mass movements
that have arisen have been seeking v/ays to extend their struggles
into the electoral arena. Here there has been a greatly incrJaied
a_ctivity. During the past years the sentiment for independence from
the two-party machines has risen substantially. Thii has not yet
reached_ the mass proportions which would give rise to a peopie's
party that would be a political reflection of the developing mass
currents, but this is its direction. The various independent forms now
developing are the necessary intermediary steps ieading toward the
formation of such a people's party. Because political independence is
a reflection of the trends in the mass movements, very ofien it is expressed by advancing peace, Negro and labor candidates.
However, much confusion still exists in this area. There are some
who see successful independent political action only if it is completely
isolated from the mass electoral currents. Others see successful pe
litical action only as an adjunct to the two old parties. Thus tGre
are wealoresses that tend to skip over the necessary intermediary steps
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well as those that do not recognize the need for conscious efiorts
to influence the mass movements toward the goal of a new political
party. The most serious overall retarding factor in the electoril arena
is the slowness with which labor has moved toward political indeas

pendence.

A

mass poliUcal party expressing a meaningful alternative to the
of subservience to monopoly capitalism, will be crystallized

policies

on the basis of a fundamental realignment of political forces in our
grass roots political independence,
the varied expressions of political initiatives and movements within
the existing party structure, are all important sheams flowing in the
direction of a fundamental political realignment. To get hung up
at this moment on the question of exactly when or how this people's
party will come into being is self-defeating. The important task
today is to give leadership and stimulus to the movements that will bo
the foundation of such a party. It is such movements that will in the
ffnal analysis determine the outcome of this question.
The electoral policy of the Communist Party reflects the three levels
on which electoral activity is developing. First there is the broad
sweep of the people's electoral activity within the two-party system,
largely concentrated within the Democratic Party orbit. Then there
are the various independent electoral movements, which are becoming
more and more politically independent from the two-party organizations. These groupings vary in form and, in many instances, difier
in their approaches to the two-party system. Finally, there is the
electoral activity around Communist candidates. Legal restrictions
have greatly limited the activities in this sphere. But it would be a
mistake to think the legal restrictions alone are responsible for the
failure to run Communist candidates. There are ideological and
political inadequacies that reflect themselves in this weakness.
The emphasis that is to be placed on one or another of these three
levels of electoral expression depends on the speciftc circumstances
of the moment. But it is an error to ignore any one of these levels
at any time.

county. The many forms of

The 1964 Elactoral Policy

In this connection it is necessary to review the policy we projected
for the 1964 elections for there is considerable debate in some quarters
as to whether this policy was correct. It should be stated thaf a concentrated effort has been made by certain forces to cover up their
own electoral weaknesses by distorting the position of the cornmunist

f,
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Parfy in the 1964 elections.
The main thrust of our electoral policy in 1g64 was to help crystallize
the broadest democratic unity against- the rising threat fiom'the reactionary ultra-Right coalition which was reprJrented in the candidacy_of Barry Gold,water. The communist pirty at no time endorsed
the Democratic ticket. The essence of our poii"y was to direct the
sharpest edge of our political attack against tf,e ultra-Right and Goldwater. The report, projecting this electoral policy, statJd in part:
we are for independence from capitalist class policies, but we
are not for independence from the br-oad issues of
that the
masses see in their own self-interests. . . .
"eforms
wc are not suggesting that the Left become an electoral arm of
the Democratic Party. we are for the Left to become the initiators
of the broad movements_ against the ultra-Right. . .
_- w9 have very serious difiirences with the fihnson Administration.
we have been critical and shalply condemn the Administration
p,9lic{ of imperialist aggression in^southeast Asia. we have ,r*oy,
1farply condemned.the policy of aggression against the Repubhc Lf
cuba.
The Administrafion progra"fr against
loverty is coilpreieiy
inadequate.

It would be well _to recall that this policy was advanced. many
months before the election. The p"*plil"t containing this reportThe Eleoenth Hour-was circulated in i00,000 copies. "
Even with the bene,fft of hindsight one must sr/thrt under the cir_
cumstances this was the only meaningful nationai electoral alternative
for the Left.
In reviewing the 1964 campaign it is clear that some mistakes were
m-ade and, at times, a onesidednes-s developed in executing this
policy.
There was insufficient criticism of the *rirrg policies ofihe yJhrrson
Ad-ministration during the campaign. TherJ ri,ere weaknessei in the
lack of emphasis placed on developing independent forms. Thero
was. the inadequacy in stressing that ihe strirggles against the
Ad-

ministration'l
lo-o-"g _policies would continue ln thJ post-erection
perigd. And-ffnally, there was the absence of a ffght to'place com-

munist candidates on the ballot.
The elimination of these mistakes and inadequacies would not have
been in contradiction to the
policy lursued by the party.
In fact, a correct execution of-electoral
the pohdy
fo, the Jorrecdon of
"ril"d
such wealcnesses. And, it must be slated unequivocally,
that the party
leadershrp did not in time correct these weakierr", o, war,n the
party
against them.

IO
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In the period ahead it is essential that we take into consideration
the different levels of electoral activity that must be unfolded and
the relationship they have to each other. Independent and coalition
politics do not and must not cancel each other out. They must be
of one overall political process. Left and
Communist forces active in these many areas of electoral activity
should strive to coordinate their activities. They must not view
seen as different aspects

themselves as competitors.

The Struggle for Left Uni,ty
As is known, the mass struggles have given, rise to a new Left
current. This Left current includes those with socialist convictions;
those who seek fundamental solutions but do not have a clear idea
of what they should be, and mfitant ffghters still groping for answers.
Within the peace, civil rights and civil liberties movements a process
toward Left unity is taking place. This development of unity in
struggle has made its greatest headway in the ranks of the young
people. Our party has contributed to this very important trend.
Since the 17th Convention we have given considerable attention
to the development of unity in struggle. We have avoided the pitfalls
of aonfusing this with organizational or ideological unity. We have
correctly sought out the areas for common agreement as a basis for
united struggle. We have correctly sought to eliminate the artiffcial
divisions between what is called the "New Left" and the "Old Left."
We have correctly fought for Left unity that extends beyond the orgaruzed Left and embraces those who have not yet arrived at socialist
convictions.
One of the most signiffcant developments of recent years has been
the growing rejection by important sectors of the Left of the policy
of exclusion of Communists from the mass movements. The prevalence of Communist exclusion and redbaiting were harmful reflec-

tions of tlle penetration of imperialist, cold-war ideology within the
ranks of the L,eft. This sapped the ffghting strength and virility
of the Left. It led to division and cnnfusion, and served the interests
of the ruling class in its attack on democracy and democratic rights.
It led to capitulation before McCarthyism. As long as the Left
failed to oornbat the big lie of anti-Comrnunism, it became subservient to the Establishment, and failed to perform its unique role
within the people's movements.
The present resurgence of the Left, its militancy and new efiectiveness, its ability to initiate and lead mass struggles, is directly
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attributable to the faet that important sectors and individual leaders
.of the Left have now reiected the divisive use of anti-Communism.
There are three questions-actually three obstacles-which continue
to operate to impede the effective development of the united efiorts
of the Left. First, there are the attempts of some ultra-Left groups
to inject into the struggles far-out, hollow and provocative ideas and
methods of worl which have nothing to do witt the issues around
which the forces of the Left can unite. This has disrupted more than
one promising Left-led struggle.
The second, is the lingering practice of excluding Communists.
while sections of the Left have rejected redbaiting, there still remain
many who have not rid themselves of the influences of anti-Communism, and others who weaken before the attacks of reaction and
ffnd it easy to slip back into the old stance. This continues to sow
dissensions and hampers the achievement sf rn2xirnurn rnit)r.
The third obstacli to the crystallization of a ffrmer LLft unity
is the continued difierences on the role to be played by the working
class in general, and the U.S. working class in particulir. There are
many on the Left who oontinue to preach that the present lag in the
yolking class is proof that it does not, cannot, and will not, play
a
-the
leading progressive role. Not only do such people overstaie
p,resent weaknesses within the working class, bulthey tend to identify
the workers in general with the positions of the top leadership of the
labor movement. We Communists consider this attitude, ro- pr"r"lent among the newer and younger elements in the Left, as a refection of their own isolation frorn the many struggles in which the
working class is engaged. The Left, once it recognizes tle incorrectness of this position, can become an important factor in helping to draw
the workers into the struggles on all political and social isiues. In
fact, we consider the involvement and role of the working class in
these struggles is indispensable.
The Ultra-Right
The party correctly foresaw the danger inherent in the rise of the
ultra-Right in our co}ntry. The party's ti*"ly initiative in alarming
the entire nation to this danger was itself an important factor in the
struggle for democracy.
Drawing on the very important worldwide experiences in the
strugg!9 against fascism, the party was able to give the lead on how
the self-interests of the difierent sectors of our-people were speciffcally involved in the growing threat of the ultra-Rigft. rtris enibled
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us to reject all attempts to narrow the struggle, and to give primary
emphasis to the need for the broadest unity to defeat this menace.
As a result, there is today a conscious awareness and vigilance in all
people's organizations, within the ranks of labor as well, of the urgency, constantly and systematically to expose the activities of the
ultra-Right, in every arena of social life. Here we have one of the
better examples of the party's timely initiative and ffrm leadership
in the mass struggles.
The Figlrt for Peaceful Coexistence

Without any attempt to elaborate, it is necessary to say a few words
about the struggle for peaceful coexistence between countries with different social systems. This is necessary because there have been many
distortions and outright falshoods peddled around as to the true
content of this policy. There are accusations that this potcy means
a freezing of the status quo; that it condemns the peoples in Africa,
Asia and Latin America to imperialist slavery; that it leads to class
collaboration in place of class struggle. Then there was the argument
that there can be no policy of building an anti-monopoly coalition
so long as we speak of peaceful coexistence. Many of these falsehoods are deliberate slanders; others are incorrect interpretations.
The policy of peaceful coexistence is in essence a new form of
class struggle, between the working class in power in one sector of
the world and the ruling class in power in another. It reflects the
actual reality of two antagonistic world systems that exist side by side.
It is a policy which takes into account that imperialisrn today no
longer determines the course of human events. It is a policy that
takes into account the full weight of the socialist world on the course
of history and, in the ffrst place, its ffrm support for colonial liberation
struggles in every part of the globe. It is a policy which takes into
account the development of new, monstrous weapons of destruction
that can destroy civilization. It has the aim of preventing the outbreak
of world war and compel the resolution of all international problems
without the resort to war.
How have the misconceptions and distortions of the essence of
peaceful coexistence affected our tactical line? We supported the
struggle to ban nuclear testing and to expose the dangers of nuclear
fallout. Therefore, we hailed the partial test-ban treaty adopted in
1963. Yet there were some who viewed the test-ban treaty as colIaboration with imperialism.

A
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. We condemned U.S. aggression against the Republic of Cuba and
defended the right of Cuba to have every means of defense possible,
including missiles. But we supported the withdrawal of the missiles
when U.S. imperialism retreated from its decision to invade Cuba.
Yet there were some who condemned this compromise and called it
a betrayal of Cuba's sovereignty.
Our struggle to change the direction of U.S. foreign policy is to
change it in the direction of coexistence. The struggle to bring our
boys home from Vietnam; the demand to keep hands ofi the Dominican Republic; the recognition of People's China and its seating in
the United NaUons; the defense of the right of all peoples to selfdetermination-all these and more are in line with realizing in life
the policy of peaceful coexistence. Thus, this is a struggle to compel
imperialism to retreat from its aggressive drive to war and destruction.
It is a policy in the interest of all who desire world peace.
Existing Weaknesses

Even so sketchy a review of the policies of our party cannot be
complete without poinUng to existing weaknesses that remain. Of
course one can discuss many weaknesses, but at the center of most is

our slowness to grasp the full meaning of the changes that have

taken place; slowness in shifting gears from the period of incubation
to the period of social upsurge.
This central weakness flows from an underestimation of the breadth
of the social forces that have been set into motion in recent years.
It flows from a failure to fully grasp the commitment of large sections
of the American people to struggle for the issues which deeply concern them. But it is also an underestimation of the shift which has
taken place in the world balance of forces. The nearly two decades
of persecution and harassment of our Part/, the ideological assault
against the ideas of Communism, has left its mark within our ranks
and often blinds us to the changes that are taking place all around us.
What are the concrete forms of this weakness? A slowness in initiating struggles. If one is not convinced that the people are ready
to struggle, then clearly one is not going to take steps to initiate
struggles around issues that demand resolution. This is reflected,
too, in a slowness to project higher forms of struggle, in advancing
struggles from one stage to the next.

There is a slowness in ffghting for a public role for the partyfor additional party spokesmen; for party ofices in cities and communities; for party-sponsored mass meetings and forums; for the mass
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distribution of party literature. This weakness shows itserf most
sharply in the absence of a determined struggle to build the circulation of the party press. clearly, if one believes that the mass movements are still in the period of incubation, then the above tasks seem
unreal, beyond the possibility of achievement. Thus, we fail to see
the many doors that are now open for us to enter. we stifl have
the tendency of seeing the party as a collection of individuars, each
sri"g advice to other individuals on how to give leadership to some
mass movement. There is a continued resistance to all proposals for
the party-.as an_organization to come forward and projeci its poliyes for all to judge o,n their merits. It often appears as ihough some
hesitate to have any association with ,ror-prrty people for flar that
this mighl tend to influence our policies, perhaps 6ven lead to un-

pnlgpled

compromises and dilute our clais partisanship.

of course, as long as communists
-

can be fired from jobs because
they are communists, it is an obligation of the readership to express
concern for the security of such members. But all too oiten concern
fo-r security has become an excuse for inactivity, for failure to take
advantage of new opportunities that have opened up for the direct
participation of communists in the mass movements and for enhancl"g S"_ public_position of the Party. The years of persecution have
left habits 1nd a style of work that is a ietarding inf.uence under
today's conditions.
This slowness to react to the chan$ng conditions within the country
was evident in the underestimation of the youth upsurge in its ffrst
stages; it was evident in the underestimation of the s-opJof the peace
movement and the slowness in sensing the anti-imperialist undersianding developing among a signiffcant section of piace ffghters. There
was the slowness to react to the domestic efiecG of the"war policies,
to the threat of the ultra-Right and the need. to mobifize the
broadest possible front against ihe ultra-Right. There has been slowness, too, in the failure to realize the readiness of important sectors
of the mass movements-to_develop, new forms of indepJnd.ent political
action and to be satisffed with those achieved under difierdnt conditions.

This slowness to react afiects most areas of our activity. I,n singling
out this weaknesses, it does not mean that all sections of the pdr,
or our
party cadre, has sufiered equally frorn this *e"ftnerr.
-entire
certainly
not. But it is a serious enough probrem to require the full
mobilization of the entire organization io eradicate every'vestige of it.
It must be stated that this criticism of our work has notf,ing in
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"militancy,"
corlmon with the crac$ot conceps of
of the way-out
concepts and methods of work which disregard the level of understanding and stage of struggle in which the broad masses can be
involved. Our Party is militant, but not crackpot; responsible but
.f, nEVIELV AND

not conservative.

For A Shift to the Working Ckns
The report to the last National Conference stated: "The time has
arrived when it is vitally necessary for our party to make a sharp
break with past practices and once and lor all place the question
of the working class, trade unions and the related problems inlo the
very center of our work-the immefiate and long-range future of all
social progress, the future of the Left upsurge, the future of our party
is decisively bound up with this question."
This is both a criticism of our work as well as a projection of the
path for its correction. There are many reasons for this weakness,
including the fact that attention is generally given to those sections
where there is the greatest amount of activity and movement. But the
root of this wealness is more deep-seated.
It would be well to investigate whether the downgrading of the
working class and the trade union rnovement by many liberals and
sections of the Left has not had reverberations in our own ranks.
If one is convinced that the working class is "eorrupt," "fat and complacent," "full partners in the scheme of imperialist exploitation,"
then it does not make much sense to try to influence such a working
class into struggle. To be influenced by incorrect ideoiogical infuences
does not necessarily mean their full acceptance. Of course, no one
in the Party would advocate such erroneous views of the role of our
class. But, nevertheless, the infuences of such views can dull our
initiative and determination to win new positions among the workers.
There is a constant need to wage a struggle against such wrong
ideas wherever they express thernselves. There is the urgent need
that the party becomes fully aware of the ferment and discontent
that exists among the workers at the grass roots level, in the shops
and mines. Here, too, there is a new mood of militancy, clearly indicated in the increased number of rank and ffle strikes. As yet this
new mood is evidenced around economic problems. But it would be
wrong not to see that a change of a political nature is also taking
place. This is seen in the beginnings of peace organizations among
trade unionists and in the higher level of consciousness on tfie importance of Negro,labor unity. This is also reflected in the fteld of
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independent political action and in the changing relationships and
attitudes toward the Left.
Dry"g the years of incubation, there was evident a tendency in
_
the shops toward a Right-Center alliance. It was this force that defeated many Left and Communist workers who ran for posts in
union elections. Now-thcre are signs that a shift is taking placea shift towards a Left-center alliance. This includes new ailitudes
by Catholic workers as well. Already, this new alignment has resulted
in the defeat of a number of non-militant conservative union officials.
This shift_ in-political outlook is propelled primarily by the develop
ments and effects of automation. But there is also a growing concern
lmong -many--workers about non-economic problems. ThJ signs of
this shift in alliances is a most important development of this period.

- Perhaps _a word of _warning is in order here. If in the past we
had looked for formal Right-Center alliances, we would n-ot have
found them. If we look now for formal Left-Center alliances, we will
be disappointed. But the shift is nevertheless present. It is a shift in
mass sentiment. The concrete expressions of this shift are still to
emerge. But we must not be caught napping while the process is
already under way.
The following words contained in the report to the National Conference should be understood in relation to this political shift:
We have discussed all guestions f1-om the viewpoint of moving
the rank and file of the trade unions. If we are goin[ to be efiective]
this is where our emphasis must be. If *" ,]" g"oing to make a
change-h_og trade inion work it will come ab"out"only by this
emphasis. It is the
_only y^y we can help to correct *rorrg policies
oJ the leadership. It is the only way w6 can move the l6ahership

that wants to or can be moved. Every honest trade union leadei
welcome our help in mobilizing,'and educating his members
he
-if feels it is not directed againsihim. . .
We do not neod a blueprint on forms of rank and ffle activity.
fn general, where the members can express their ideas and influence
policies- through thg rggular democratic channels of the unions,
that is how our work shbuld be organized. Here we must become
a factor, together with o_thers, in dhanging the inner life of such
unions so that they do become the c6ntJrs of membership p*-

will
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The Reactionary Assutlts on tlw Party
One cannot fully estimate the developments of this period without
noting that at the very moment of a rising upsurge in the country,
the ruling class renewed its frantic efiorts to outlaw our party. Less
thar:, two years after our 17th Convention, in mid-1961, the Supreme
Court upheld the right of the government to proceed with the
McCarran Act prosecutions. Our party was indicted, tried and convicted, for failure to register under the odious provisions of this
fascist-like act. This case is now before the Court of Appeals. Gus
HaIl and Ben Davis were indicted as officers of the Communist Party.
Forty-three persons were ordered to register as members of the
Communist Party. Archie Brown was indicted and tried under the
Landrum-Grifin Act which bars Communists from holding union
office. Eugene Robel was indicted and tried under the provisions of
the McCarran Act barring Communists from working in shops designated as defense. All individuals employed by the Communist Party
have been arbitrarily removed from social security rolls.
This is by no means a complete listing, but only an indication, of
the various forms of harrassment under which our party has had to
develop its activities in the ffrst six years of the 60s. The recent victories
in the membership case and the Archie Brown case have signiffcantly
changed the resbictions under which our party operates-but many
of the problems still remain.
At the height of these attacks a handful of people in the party
organized a liquidationist grouping mouthing "Left" phrases, but
counselling the dissolution of the party. These forces could not
envision the possibility of a victorious struggle against tle government
attacks on our party. But the membership isolated these splitters and
took a ftrm and forthright position to mount a struggle for the right
of the Communist Party to exist. In large measure we can now say
this struggle has been won.
What has helped the party to withstand these attacks was our ffrm
determination to conduct the struggle for the legal and public existence of the party as an integral part of our struggle for a mass policy.
That is why the ffght against the McCarran Act assaults became a
living part of the struggle for peace and democracy, a reaffirmation
of the native roots of our party and of the ideas of socialism.

ticipation.

In unions where this is not possible we should take the initiative
to create other forms of rank and ffle participation. such rank and
ffle fonns must seryice the interests of ihe mehbers of the union. . .

Periods of social upheaval are periods of qualitative change. While
the struggle for change takes place on issues of vital concern to
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the people-such as povert/, peace, taxes, discrimination, economic
security-the change brings in its wake ideological storms as well.
Otrd, accepted concepts and old explanations are uprooted by the
breezes of the change. Increasing numbers of people no longer accept
that capitalism has the only possible answer to the new problems posed

conditions. A study of socialist solutions is considered
necessary. Thus the experience of struggle has convinced new thousands of the need to study and to fight for socialism.
The rise of socialist consciousness is a most important by-product
of this period of upsurge. Its existence is the foundation for the building of a mass Communist Party. That is why our approach to party
building, to methods of recruiting today, must also shift gears. The
approach to party building during the period of McCarthyite hysteria,
and prior to the Supreme Court decision on the membership clause
of the McCarran Act, simply do not suffice to meet the possibilities

by today's

of party building in the present period. The new situation demands
a bolder and more determined efiort to bring into the organization
the new militants to be found in every arena of struggle.
The existence of the socialist third of the world and its ffrm policy
of peace, and especially the uninterrupted growth and vibrancy of
the Soviet Union-soon to celebrate its glorious 50th anniversary*
has been a source of inspiration and strength to all who ffght for
peace and progress.
We discuss our weaknesses because we are serious about overcoming

,them. We discuss them publicly because we believe they are not
an internal, private matter to be kept within our own family.
Our party has come through a most difficult period. We have been
under incessant attacks for almost two decades, and were compelled
to devote much of our time and energy to beating back these attacks.
During this period we have had to deal with many difficult ideological,
political and tactical problems, which for a time kept us in endless
inner discussions and debates. For a number of years, our leading
cadres were imprisoned, and separated from the life of the party.
And we have sufiered the loss of some of our most outstanding and
experienced Communist leaders.
But this has also been a period when new young ffghters have come
to our party and are emerging as splendid cadres on all levels. In
fact, our party is becoming a party of the young.
Our victories and achievements have been of such scope that we
can face the period ahead, conffdent that our party will become a party
representing ttre aspirations, tho hopes and dreams of the millions.

AI. BICHMOIID

The fongress 0f Italian fommunists
Behind the platform of Rome's spacious Palace of Congresses, where
lIth Congress of the Italian Comrnunist party met (January 25Sl), there was a red backdrop with a golden hammer and sickle and
an inscription that read: "For peace, for advance on &e Italian road
to socialism, a new democratic majority, unity of the labor and socialist
forces." Flanking the inscription was an enormous photograph of
Palmiro Togliatti, the party's leader, who had died 18 months before,
and behind him were the shadowy outlines of Antonio Gramsci, the

the

pa*y's great founding father.
Those were not only decorative motifs. They were graphic presentations of two distinctive and interrelated problems before the congress.
The sloganized capsule of the party's political strategy touched on the
party's tenacious battle to defeat the concerted efiort to isolate it,
to drive it to the "outer fringes of Italian political life," as General
Secretary Luigi Longo phrased it. The portrait of Togliatti illustrated
a fact that was frequently referred to in the congress debate: this was
the ffrst party eongress without Togliatti and the party now had to
ffnd its way and order its internal life without his leadership.
The political problem is simply stated. For almost two decades
after World War II the axis of the party's practical political operation
was its united front relationship with the Socialist paty. This found

tangible expression in scores of municipalities where a CommunistSocialist maiority in the city council was the foundation for a Communist-Socialist administration; in the General Labor Confederation
where Communists and Socialists collaborated; in Parliament, in a
host of common political positions and actions. In 1968 the Socialist
leadership, grouped around Pietro Nenni, broke the united front relationship and entered into a Center-Left government coalition that was
dominated by the Christian Democrats. In tl:e objective political circumstances, as well as in the subjective declarations of the Christian
Democratic leaders, a central design of the coalition was to isolate
the Communists. With remarkable tactical flexibility and politieal
skill the Communists have fought since 1963 to frustrate the design
to isolate them and this, of necessity. tvas a maior preoccupation of
their congress.
The effects of Togliatti's death upon the party's internal life posed
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problems of no lesser complexity, but before getting on with this it
would be helpful to take a closer look at the party whose elected
representatives gathered in Rome.
The 871 elected delegates (869 attended) represented 1,615,296
registered party members. (Some 50,000 new members were recruited
in the weeks preceding the congress and were not includedI in the
ffgure that afio'rded thJbasis for-the election of delegates.)
This is a mass party. It is also a working class party. Workers comprised the largest occupational grouping among the delegates (35%).
Add farm laborers (42%) and white coller employes (26.2%), and just
about two-thirds of the delegates were wage or salaried workers.
It is a relatively young and vigorous party. A majority of the delegates (52.8%) were under 40 years of age. Only 9.5% were over 50.
The largest single grouping of the cadre, as represented in the congress composition, is in the 30-40 "prime of life" bracket (4L.L%),
It is a militant party with a militant tradition. In terms of the years
of entrance into the party the largest single bloc of delegates (M.L%)
joined in 1943-45, the years of the Resistance, and 250 were Partisans,
118 of these having occupied command posts in the Partisan forces.
The portrait is fflled in by descriptive phrases employed by Longo
in his report and concluding address to the congress. He spoke of "a
great revolutionary party, popular and proletarian, of vanguard and
mass." Further he said: "We are in opposition, but we are also a Government Party; our weight is felt in national decisions because we
represent the most vital part of the nation." Those are contradictory
elements: popular, which means going beyond rigid class boundaries,
and yet class-rooted; exercising a vanguard role and yet encompassing
a mass membership that includes many non-activists; ffghting in
opposition to the existing government and yet assuming responsibility
for programmatic positions that can be imposed upon the government
because of the party's infuence and the speciffc gravity of the work-

ing class in Italian society. The party has the resilience, the political
skill and realism to contain these revolutionary elements in a dialectical
unity.
Such a party is not easily isloated. And, indeed, the iudgment of the
congress was that the efiort to isolate the party had been frustrated;

that, instead, the engine designed to isolate it was in deep trouble; the
Left-Center coalition was a failure and was beset by a chronic crisis
that it could not fundamentally resolve.
To sustain the analysis of non-isolation the following facts woro
adduced:

ItIIIm{ COMIIIINX8I8
The party's organizational strength and independent
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electoral

support, representing close to 8 million votes, one fourth of the total
cast, had not been diminished.
Nenni's rupture of &e united front with Communists had eaused
an organizational rupture in the Socialist party and the formation
of the Italian Socialist Party of Proletarian Unity (PSIUP), which
stands, as its name afirms, for working class unity, for unity of
'Communists and Socialists.

Within the Nenni Socialist party, a new Left-wing has emerged
to resist his drift to the Right and his agreement on organizatioial
amalgamation with the Right-wing Socill Democratic party.
On vital issues, notably issues of war and peace, Communists are
c_oopelating- with Left Catholics and other forces going well beyond
the political range of the PSIUP or the SP Left-wing.Within the General Labor Confederation there is powerful resistan-ce to splitting it along partisan lines, to severing a Socialist
splinter for combination with the Social Democrats in a rival trade
union center.
The

C
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In the

judgment of the congress the Center-Left failure went beyond a failure to isolate the Communists. When, with the inclusion
of the Nenni Socialists, the Left-Center government was established
after years of Center rule, there were widespread illusions that this
represented a turn to the Left that would begin, at last, to overcome
deep-going economic and social problems in Italy. The Center-Left
combination encouraged such illusions with the promise to institute
progressive reforms and thus, in the words of the Christian Democratic
leadership, present a "democratic challenge" to Commuuism.

None of the reforms was,

in fact, realized, and none of Italian

society's critical problems were any nearer solution. In essence, despite the gloss of liberal rhetoric, the Center-Left represented, not a

move of the Christian Democrats to the Left, but of the Nenni Socialists to the Right. The dominaut element in the coalition was the
Christian Democratic party, and although its conservative wing
might not control the party it certainly has the effective power of veto.
The Center-Left failure was accentuated by an economic downturn.
Through 1963 the Italian bourgeois press was fflled with exultation
at Italy's "economic miracle" and early in 1964 some bourgeois journals went so far as to say that Italy was "approaching full employment." In mid-l9M economic stagnation set in and later on in some
industries (notably construction and textile) ttere was a backlash.
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1966 registered unemployment climbed to 1,28e000 (and
this does not include the more than 3@,000 Italian workers who sought
job_s abroad, and the more than 2 million partially employed).
Generally, Italian economic policy under the Center-Left followed

a pattern common to the Western European capitalist countries. Its
principal features are monopolization and wage restraints. There is
talk of modernization of industry, introduction of up-to-date technology to make it internationally competitive. For economic operation
such technology requires production on a large scale, and in &pitalist
terms production of scale is effected through capitalist concentration
-that is, monopoly. Moreover, to attain the kind of maximum pro&ts
that can provide the capital for modernization necessitates-again in
capitalist terms-a squeeze upon the working class.
In a country like Italy, with an enornous backward region in the
South and with numerous sectors of the economy at varfng levels
of underdevelopment, monopoly and modernization in some economic
sectors only serve to aggravate the imbalance and disproportions in
the total economy. The "economic miracle," concenhated in the Northern centers of technologically advanced monopoly industry, has
widened the discrepancy between these centers and the economic
backwardness and abject poverty of the agarian South. Further, the
tendency of capital to fock to the modernized monopoly sectors re.
tards the growth of other sectors.
The effort here is not to present any comprehensive analysis of the
Italian economy, but simply to hightight some of its major contradictions and problems for the bearing these have on the nature of the
Center-Left coalition crisis. Manifestly, an alternate course of economic development, which would curb monopoly, carry through the
long-overdue agrarian revolution in the South, and stimulate the nonmonopoly sectors of the economy would require radical measures.
And these are the kind of measures that a coalition dominated by the
ChrisUan Democratic Party, tied to big captial and with the power
brake of its conservative wing, cannot undertake.
As historic chance would have it, Premier Aldo Moro's Center-Left
government collapsed four days before the Communist congress convened. The joke in Rome was that this rvas the Center-Left gift to the
Communist congress. It certainly served to dramatize the Communist
thesis that the Center-Left was a failure. During the week it was in
session, the Communist congress was one of the two major political
stories in the Itatan press; the other was the Center-Left Government crisis (which was not resolved until Feb. 23). The juxtaposition
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served to underscore the political strategy elaborated by the Congress.
The essentials of the strategy were expressed in the sloganized cap-

in the hall-creation of a new democratic majority to supplant the Center-Left combination and the
perspective of a new, uniffed party of socialism, each of these steps
being viewed as advances on the Italian road to socialism.
In elaborating the ffrst objective the congress dealt with two
obligatory questions: (1) where is the new democratic majority to
come from, and (2) what is the political program and process that will
sule inscribed on the backdrop

crystallize such a new majority?

A Neus Democratic Maiority and the Catholics

In

answering the ffrst question, clearly the potential elements of

such a new majority that are in closest political proximity to each other

are the Communist party, the PSIUP, and the Socialist party's Leftwing. Just as clearly, however, these forces do not now constifute a
political majority, nor are they likely to in the immediate future.
Miscellaneous Left or democratic. individuals and groupings could be
attracted but these would not tip the balance. In the political realities
of contemporary Italy a new democratic majority is not possible without a sizeable formation of Catholics.
Overtures for a dialogue with Catholics, for united actions with thern
are not, of course, a new feature of Italian Communist policy. But the
policy has undergone an evolution. In the theses of the 10th Communist congress (held in 1962) a new note was introduced with the declaration that "the aspiration for a socialist society may ffnd a stimulus
in religious consciousness in the face of the dramatic problems of the
contemporary world." This formulation suggested that a CommunistCatholic dialogue could proceed beyond urgent, immediate problems
(e.g. the struggle for peace), to fundamental questions involved in
a radical transformation of society.
This year, in Longo's report, whieh was approv"d by the congress,
the formulation adopted at the previous congress was elaborated and
new things were added.
"We are convinced," Longo said, "that in this phase of history a
profound Christian consciouJness is bound to entei into a contradiction with the exploitation and the restrictions on liberty and dignity
of &e human person which are features of capitalist society, and thus
come to accept the ideas of socialisrn-"
Iongo restated traditional precepts about the separation of chureh
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and state, about freedom of conscience for both believers and nonbelievers. Then he continued:

. . . we consider that the safeguarding of reli$ous peace can be
of positive- aid to the developm6nt of i sociahsf soci6ty, as it can
stimulate the loyal and fruitfirl participation of all who believe in
the establishmeirt of a society fiee frrim exploitation. It stands to
reason that we are for an abiolutely lay staie. We are against tle
clerical state, as we are against stale aiheism. In other fiords, wo
do not waut the state to concede any privileges to any ideology,
philos-ophy, religious faith, or culturai tindendy at the
the others.

"*perrulf

Since the socialist state is the expressiori of the working classes
as a whole, and precisely becausd these classes will coitrol the
transformations in the economic and social structures, a socialist
democracy will not fail to create a new moral and cultural climate

which is bound to have a profound infuence on habits and behavior. At this point we would like to ask the Catholics this question: is it not possible, and necessary, to work together to try to
ffnd common g[ound in order to buiid up togethei a new society,
free from warl exploitation and want?
We want to propose an agreement on an immediate program with
the Catholics, but we would also like to discuss wider questions,
including how to reach a socialist society. We are ready tb discuss
this openly and freely; we shall respect the contributions which we
hope and expect other forces, and above all Catholic forces, to
make towards the establishment of the new society. We must not
forget that the new socialist society rvill not only refect the wishes
of us Communists, but also the wishes of all those who contribute
to its establishmen! and, in a sense, some of its features will be
determined by those who oppose it.
Longo's overtures fowed from estimates of objective changes in the
Catholic church and in the world at large. He cited the major shift
in orientation carried out by Pope John XXI[, and the moves toward
peace by Paul VI. He attached particular signiffcance to decisions of
the Ecumenical Council, especially its affirmation "that the Church
must be wholly independent of any political system, which amounts
to a criticism of the principle that all Catholics must be politically
united and of the very concept of the 'Catholic Party."'
He argued that the Ecumenical decisions "opened up serious contradictions in the Christian Democratic party and the Center-Left
government, and as regards the actual principles on which the Christian Democratic party has to a large extent based its fortune," and
made it "easier to ffnd coulmon ground with Catholic workers and
democrats." He added: ". . . und€tr the porrerful infuence of the vtc.
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tories of socialism and the anti-imperialist drive of the working class
and oppressed peoples, we are now witnessing a transcending of Ure
ideological positions of conseryatism, which made religious 'ideology'
the opium of the people. The overall ideal is still religious and Christian, but the change is a result of the new way the ehurch is facing
up to the modern world."
The Christian Democratic party is a heterogeneous combination of
diverse class groupings, veiling the class contradictions within it under
the shroud of Catholicism. In the Communist view, the new trends
in the Church (and in the world) can help to bring these class and
social contradictions to the surface, to precipitate a crisis within the
Christian Democratic party that will result in the entry of the Catholic
Left into a new democraUc coalition with the Communists and other
forces. The Communist appeal is not directed to the Christian Demo
cratic party as such; on the contrary, it is accompanied by unrelenting
ffre against Christian Democratie policy, not as Catholic policy, but
as policy serving Italian monopolies.

In practice there has been cooperation between Communists and
Catholic Left elements in the struggle for peace, especially against the
war in Vietnam. There has been growing cooperation at the plant
Ievel between the General Confederation of Labor and the Catholic
Iabor federation. There has been a rich dialogue-especially in the
region of Florence, but not conffned to it-between Communists and
Catholics. Thus, the Communist policy is not simply the expression
of desire; it has its concrete manifestations in reality.
Prcgram for a New Democratic Maiority

As for the political progmm advanced to crystallize a new demo.
cratic majority, its principal features are:
1. A new foreign policy. The immediate focus is on Italy's open
disassociation from U.S. aggression in Vietnam, and the exertion of
Italian influence to end the war on the basis of the Geneva agreements
(which means recognition of Vietram's sovereignty and the withdrawal of U.S. troops). The struggle against U.S. aggression in Vietnam was a maior, forceful theme of the congress. Beyond this, the
congress tleses state the aims of the new policy must be "to make
Italy truly independent, which must include independence from all
military blocs . . . non-renewal of the Atlantic Pact and neutrality . . .
immediate removal of U.S. bases disguised as NATO bases from our
territory a nuclear free zone in Central and Southern Europe and the
Mediter:anean; opposition to every form of atomic rearmament, direct
or indirect, of Federal Germany, and therefore to the Multilateral
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Atomic Force and any other NATO atomic force." Recognition of the
lhinesg People's Republic and the German Democratii Republic is
demanded. So are measures to halt U.S. economic penetrition. As
against the "European Poliey" embodied in the monopoly-dominated
luropeln Economic Commumty, a European policy is counterposed
$at wit_l safeguard the freedom of each county to plan its economy,
that will guarantee trade union participation-in tfie vital decisions
of inter-state agencies, that will eliminate the present cold war economic barriers between Western and Eastern Europe, that will
create an all-European system of collective security.
2. In the domestic sphere, attention to such immediate economic
issues as job_security, higher wages, reinforcement of the bargaining
positions-of the workers is coupled with a comprehensive program oT
strucfural reforms. These latter include a curb on the monopolies
through democratic formulation of economic programs and democratic
controls over capital accumulation, and investment policies; through
more conscious and energetic use of the state-owned sectors of the
economy to this end; tJrrough further nationalization, most immediately
of the sug.u, cement and pharmaceutical industries. Also included arl
demands for fundamental agrarian reform, for ending the economic
imbalance of regions and various sectors of the e"orro-y; decentratzation of the government struchrre, with special emphasis on fulffllrnent
of the constitutional provision for regional autonomy; reforms in
education and the status of women and the family.
In the Italian Communist program, as it has been evolved in the
two decades since World War II, the struggle for structural reforms
and their attainment are integral elements of the Italian road to
socialism.

Lenin's judgment, "State monopoly capitalism . . . is that step
-Cjtitg
of the historical staircase that no intermod,iate step separates from thi
step called socialism," Longo said, "Therefore, we do not think of
democratic planning as an intermediate step, which would create a
sort of interme&ate society.' . . . Fighting to afiect not only profft
levels, but also how profft is used, investment options and the freedo*
of decision of the big monopoly groups, means posing a problem of
power; as the broad popular masses struggle for profound changes in
income distribution and the utilization of resources and more democratic control and public intervention in the economy, they will come
to recognize better the need for a socialist solution, the need to forge
a political majority which can open up the road to socialism in

It^ly . . ;'
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For a United Working Clnss Pa.rty of Sociaksm

- The party of socialism is, of course, the indispensable prerequisite
for traversing this road. The perspective of a new, uniffed working
class party of socialism is a most important initiative of Italian Commun'ists. fn an immediate tactical sense, this initiative counters the
agreement of the Nenni socialists and the Social Democratic party
to merge, essentially on a social democratic basis, adopting anti-Communism as a policy and seeking accommodation with the bourgeoisie
through the Center-Left ooalition. However, the Communist initiative
is no mere tactical maneuver. It is a programmatic proposal advanced
on its merits to unite the working elass and fashion a more powerfrrl
instrument in the stuggle for socialism.
As was stated in a document adopted by the party's Central Committee last June, and reaffirmed at the congress, the aim is not that
of "uniting in only one party all the forces which on the basis of a
least common denominator have a socialist inspiration," but of building a party "capable of elevating the struggle for socialism and of
enriching the strategy for the advance to sosialism." The ]une document stated explicitly:

We do not think of proposing to the other socialist forces our
party as a model of w-hat a new unifted party should be. . . . Instead,
no matter what the forms are in which the uniffcation process will
take place, we believe that it should give life to something new,
not only correcting defects but above all overcoming the limits of
each socialist force-including our party-proffting bf all the valid
experiences, contributions and energies.
The proposal has been advanced for discussion by all socialist forces,
without rigid pre-conditions, with the express commitment that any
uniffed party that enxerges out of the process will, in fact, be new,
fashioned by the opinions, proposals and experiences of those who
join in its creation. Since the Communists constitute for and away
the Iargest organized socialist forces in Italy, any effort by them to set
rigid pre-conditions for a new party would doom the venture at the
outset, because among the many obstacles to overcome is the fear by
other socialist forces that uniffcation would mean, in efiect, being
swallowed up. Of course, the Communists do not minimize what they
have to contribute to the discussion of any new formation in the way
of experience, program, theory, organizational structure. But this
is not the sarne as a demand that all the other forces accept a priori,
the Communist conclusions.
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Given the complexities of the party's problems and proposals, as
wgll 1s the complexities of the world iituation and iis |r"ti",rt
reflections in Italy, it was inevitable that among 1.6 million-commu-"
nists there would be a variety of opinions and estimates. In the democratic life of the Italian party the more common opinions found expression through articulate and respected party leadirs. Although the
formal pre-congress debate did not open untfl the beginning of November, in reality anjntense and lively debate proceeded foi a year on
the major theses that emerged from the congress. It was a potlic d"bate and in its eourse involved all the party'i actives,
*"il as inter"r
ested intervention by other socialist forces, and unfriendly
"kibbitzing" by hostile socialist quarters and the bourgeois press.
The Issues Under Debate

By th" time the congrTs

convened ara overwhelming majority
within the party on the points atlssue, ani
this crystallization was formalized in the regionalind provincial congresses and the basic
_organizations of the party. As a consequence,
it was not possible to be$n the debate at the be$nning in the congress and efiectively to reopen issues that, in efiect, had 6een resolved
o_pinion had crystallized

the discussion. The debate at the congess, therefore, although very
sharp at times, focused on an aspect of inner party demo"r*y *i
lhe more general pol.itical questions entered into the discussion via
subtle allusions.
The pre-congress debate centered on the following issuesr
i,n

L. An estimnte

of the worlil situation

Everyone recognized, of course, that the situation had deteriorated,
that the-dan-ger of general war had become rnore intense, as highlighted by, but not conffned to, the U.S. aggression in Vietnam.
Naturally, in the Italian party it was often remarked that in his yalta
memorandum of August, 1964, Togliatti had foreseen such a negative
turn of events. However, some Communists were more "pessimisUc"
about the situation, putting into question the entire policy of peaceful
coexistence. This was a point of debate, and this was the view
that was rejected. Incidentally, in the course of this discussion the
argument against the po_sition of the chinese communist leadership

was sharpened. (The Chinese Communists were invited to send i,
delegation to the congress, but all they sent was a perfunctory oneJine
cable of greetings. In contrast, 87 other Communist and Workers
parties, including the U.S. Communist party, sent delegations, which
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were wannly received, as were the delegates from seven national
liberation movements. )
2. An estimate of the Center-Left coalition
Here the dispute centered on the degee of its failure. Here again
a more "pessimistic" view emphasized that the Center-Left maneuver
had created and deepened fractures in the working class, had accelerated a process of "social democratization" among sectors of the
working class (expressed most tangibly in the move of the Socialist
party to amalgamate with the Social Democratic party), and had
promoted bourgeois "integration" of sectors of the working elass,
that is, their abandonment of an independent class position and
adopting a position of political subseruience to the capitalist class.
The majority opinion did not deny such negative manifestations, but
challenged the scope attributed to them, and most speciffcally disputed
that these were the dominant factors in the situation, rather than the
chronic crisis and contradictions besetting the Center-Left and the
powerful elements of working class resistance to the Center-Left
formation.
8. The approach to a new unified partg of socialisrn
Given the fexible range of the policy proposed, there were tendencies to stretch this fexibility to opposite extremes. One was the
speciffcally rejected proposal for simply using a least common denominator without a prior discussion that would establish a principled basis
for the new formation. The other tended to project a cornprehensive
and advanced program, inviting those who agreed with it to unite.
In the acfual discussion these positions v/ere not stated as crudely,
perhaps, but they were the indicated directions.
4, Programmatic questions
Here there were pressures for spelUng out a full-scale radical program-almost as a "blueprint"-to offer as an alternative to the CenterLeft program. This radical "blueprint" was not presented, in fact,
it was merely urged that such a "blueprint" was necessary. The
majority opinion argued that tho party's program indicated directions and obiectives, and detailed these in speciffc instances, and that
this provided far more flexibility in relating long-range obiectives to
immediate struggles as they actually developed than would be afiorded
by any schematic blueprint.
Discussion On Internal Democracy

The dispute about 'the party's internal life, which was echoed at

the congress, arose very late in the pre-congress discussion.

It

referred
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ty "publicit/ of debate"; that is, making public the discussion within
the party. In his rqrort, Longo decraiei it was the tradition and
practice of the Italian,party to give the most extensive pubricity
to its discussion; that
was, in fact, what was done in ih" pr"-this

cgngre_ss debate, and he enumerated the many forms
and channels
through which it was done.

"what more could be done?" Longo demanded of the critics. ,.what
do these comrades want?
they--wlnt to keep the debate open
-Do
even^1lter-questions have been
settled by the airthorized party organs? Do-they want the whole party to take part in every sirigre
decision, doubt, conflic! etc.?"
, Pietro rngrao-, able and articulate chairman of the rarge communist
delegation in the chamber of Deputies, who was a stlrm center of
the pre--congress debate, referred. io this passage in Longo,s r%)ort.
"I would not be sincere if I said r was pirsuaied," Ingrio told the

congress.

He did not, however, answer Longo's guestions. He did make two
signiffcant declarations: "r believe tfiat eich one of us, and I ffrst of
all, must aBpll the decisions of the congress.,, The pre-congress debate
was "ample, open, democratic with hundreds ant thousirrds of our
mfitants in an open confrontation of ideas.,'
The Italian
,
_party's vjews on party democracy and. unity
/ were
elaborated in the central commift6e,s hocument last
1une.
. . . the principle of so-cailed manolithism is extraneous to our
conception and to the very reality of our partv . . .
The principle and practice of 'monolitlir*'*"." also extraneous
to the Bolshevik . . . pafty of Leni*,s period . . . So much so that
even in the more dramatic phases of th-e armed struggle and insurrection in Russia, unity tooli place through a rivery ci"mparison and
clash of ideas and stands.
"Authoritarian and bureaucratic degeneration starts," said the document, when the attempt is made to change dissenting opinion, not
through diseussion and research, but througl moral andloiiti""l pr"rsure, and when difierence of opinion in itself becomes- a source of
suspicio r and scandal, and organizational reprisals. The document
deplored any tendency
transform "a just sJarch for unity" inito a
"mechanical and formal_tounanimity" ,ld upheld, therefore, ihe right
.,i,
of the dissenter, who is-1o-t persuaded by argument,
"*pr"r,
his dissent with his vote." The document reafiried the princife
of
democratic centralism that once a free debate is conclude-cl then ..the

rrtruAlt
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decisions taken must be clear and binding for all members." The June

document and Longo's report ffrmly rejected the organization of fac'
tions or the crystallization of groups within the party.
The congress documents recognized that the dialectical combination
of unity and democracy is not easily achieved, and once achieved
it does not automatically persist. But the congress made clear its
determination to struggle for both unity and democracy. The hostile
press attempted to impose either-or alternatives upon the party; either
unity or democracy. If it remained united, the argument went, then it
must be undemocratic; it could prove its democracy only by sptritting.
The congess did not oblige.
The principal ffgures, who represented difierent opinions in the
debatg were re-elected to the leading organs of the party-to the
Central Committee (151 members), Political Bureau (31) and the
Executive Political Bureau of 9. The congress doeuments were adopted
unanimously.

The test for the party was particularly severe because this was the
congress without Togliatti. He was an extraordinary leader.
With his intellectual capacity, his political skill and his moral author.ty, h" had been able to weld into a leadership team a diverse Soup
of able and forceful men. I,n some respects (maling all the due allowances for difierences in time, circumstances and personalities involved )
the Italian party faced a situation comparable to that of the Soviet
party after Lenin's death. It is more difficult to sustain both democracy and unity without a ffgure like Togliatti. The congress was
conscious of the responsibility that was imposed on it, and most
heavily the responsibltity teU upon Luigi Longo, who was conffrmed
as general secretary.
The sense of responsibility was all the greater becausg as was said
from the rostrum, this is a party to which 8 million constituents look
for efiective leadership; a party which, by virtue of its strength,
materially influences the course of the nation, and which, by virtue
of its prestige in the international Communist movement, is a global

first

force.

The congress measured up to its responsibilities.

It imparted

greater

vigor and clarity of puqtose to the Itahan Communist party in its
advance,on the Italian road to socialism.

WIII.I,AM L. PArIENSON

We [harge Genncide
In 1951, the Civil Rights Congress, of which I was executive secretary decided that the presentation of a petition charging and documenting the genocidal attitude of &e United States government to.
ward its Negrg citizens *ogd be helpful to all peoples seeking freedom. It seemed to us that the petition would have to project thi reactionary role which the racists of the U.S.A. would inevitably play in
worfd affairs, especially in the struggle for world peace.
The united Nations and its organs and agencies could not by theanin human relations witlir, .oy
of the member states; they could not, that is, pass laws binding upon
the U.S. government or any government. But the United Naticiirs was
the center of the world stage, where the Negro could bare his scars
and bloody head, and announce to the world that, in his humble
opinion, until this racist force was beaten and its political power
broken, no quarter of the world was going to be safelor those seeking freedom and the enjoyment of human dignity.
Within the Civil Rights Congress we read and debated the provisions of the U.N. Charter and the Conventions. Every human-iights
provision of the Charter, every one of the Conventions on Women,
Children, Genocide or what you will, was being violated by the
government of the United States in its relations with Negro nationals.
Racism was playing havoc in every phase of American life: with
honor, with integrity and with the most elementary forms of human
selv-es effect any fundamental change

decency.

We were to be the ffrst in history to charge the government of the
United States with tle crime of genocide. It was a weighty responsibility.
We were attempting to put the government's position on race relations into clear perspective.
We were going to deal with the indiscriminate murder of men and
women who were citizens of the world's largest and most powerful
republic.
We were to treat of institutionalized oppression and terror, that
spread from the streets to the courts, to the chambers of mayors and
governors, to the very executive offices of the federal government,
and had its roots in our economy. The policies that reached into and
82
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permeated these institutions wer destructive of democracy itself.
The Genocide Cor:,vention $ves the following deffnitionsi
Article II: In the present Convention, genocide means any of the
following acts comiritted with intent t5 destroy, in whoie or in
pqt, a national, e]h1ucal, racial or religious gr6up, as such: (a)
Killing members of the group; (b) Causing seri-ous Lodily or mental
harm to members of th-e Soup; (c) Deliberately inflicting on the
group conditi-ons of life calculated to bring abotit its physical destruction in whole or in part; (d) Imposing measureiiritended to
prevent births withjn the group; (e) Forcibly transfening children of the group to another group.
Article III; The following acts shall be punishable: (a) Genocide;
(b) Conspiracy to commit ge_nocide; (cf Direct and public incitelent
lg.corymit genocide; (d) Attempt to commit genocide; (e)
Complicity in genocide.

I felt that no honest person viewing the American scene objectively
could come to any conclusion other than that forms of genocide were
being practiced in the United States.
A stafi was chosen to work with me in drafting the petition, which
we entitled We Charge Genocide: The Crime of Gooernment Against
the Negro People. There were excellent writers, research workers and
historians; among them were Richard Boyer, a historian; Elizabeth
Lawson, a Communist historian; Yvonne Gregory an excellent writer;
and Dr. Oakley Johnson, a scholar in British and American literature.
All made outstanding contributions.
fu for the petitioners, there were among their names many that
have an enduring place in American lristory: Charlotta Bass, a Californian who owned and operated the Cali,fornia Eagle, a Los Angeles
weekly newspaper that for years had been in the forefront of all progressive struggles; Louis Burnham, a young and extremely progressive
Nego writer and one of the founders of the Southern Youth Con
ference, who was to die an untimely death while ffghting American
imperialism; Wendell Phillips Dabney, of Cincinnati, owner and publisher of the Union; Benjamin ]. Davis, Jr., one of those whom I could
not at the time see and talk with, for he was a political prisoner
behind bars in the Federal prison at Terre Haute, Indiana; Dr.
W. E. B. Du Bois, one of the greatest of the truly great Americans;
Roscoe Dunjee of Oklahoma City, owner and publisher of the Black
Dispatch, one of the most vocal and active human rights ftghters of
the era; ]ames W. Ford, a leading American Communist and the fust
Negro leader after the deathless Frederick Douglass to be nominated
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for Vice President of &e United States; William Harrison, one-time editor of the Boston Guardian, whose founder, Monroe
Trotter, had challenged the white-supremacy attitudes of Woodrow
Wilson; the Rev. Charles A. Hill of Detroit, one of a large group of
Negro clergymen who could not be induced to leave the Negro rights
struggle to politicians; Dr. W. Alphaeus Hunton5 now a resident of
Accra, Ghana, where he is responsible for the production of the
Encyclopedia Africona; Paul Robeson, who was to present the Genocide Petition to the U.N. Secretariat in New York on the same day
f was presenting it to the General fusembly in Paris; Eslanda Goode
Robeson, a noted ffghter in her own right; Mary Church Terrell of
the Diskict of Columbia, one of the magniffcent Negro women leaders; Ferdinand Smith, one of the organizers of the National Maritime
Union; the Rev. Eliot White, an outstanding ftghter for democracy
in the U.S.A. and a leading Episcopalian clergyman; Decca Treuhaft,
a British writer of prominence; and my wife, Louise Thornpson Patas a candidate

terson.

With the work of drafting and signing completed, the task of presentation faced us. It was felt that I should present the Petition in Paris
while PauI Robeson presented it in New York.
We were worried as to how to get enough copies of the Petition
to Paris so that I might put a copy into the hands of each delegation.
It seemed unwise to try to ship them on my ticket. We arranged to
ship sixty copies to be held for me at the central post office in Paris.
For fear &at something adverse might happen to them, sixY other
copies were sent in like manner to London, and sixty more to a friend
in Budapest. I carried twenty io *y baggage.
I arrived in Paris on the morning of December 16, 1951, and at once
took steps to let my presenee be known to Jacques Duclos, one of the
top leaders of the Communist Party of France. It was difficult to reach
Duclos. Provocations by the French government and reactionary
forces against the French party leaders had made it neeessary for the
party to take every precaution to safeguard the lives of its leaders.
They alone got into the party building who could show that they had
business with one or more of its officials. I ffnally made it.
Duclos immediately called a conference in his office. It was attended
by Raymond Guyot, Secretary of the International Bureau of the
French Communist Part/, and Vladimir Pozner, an international journalist, as well as several others. The decisions werer That other friends
would be notiffed of my presence; that an English-speaking person
would be assigned to work with me; and that I would go at once to
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the office of L'Humnnitd, the Communist Party newspaper, for an

interview.

but I was very huppy.
secured a room at the Hotel de France, 22 F.ue d,Anian, near
L'Opera and the Amgrical Express office. I set my baggage down and
was ofl to contact friends. The advice they gave *E i""r later to
prove invaluable,
thing they wanted to lmow was whether I had a ,,grey
th:
!:rl
card." This useful instrument permitted one to make instantaneous
flight arrangements for switzeiland, to ski or skate or whatever. I
hadn't any interest in those sports, but my friends suggested a more
appropriate use for such a credential. "After you havJ given out the
Genocide Petition," thgy_said, "your chancei of stayiig in France
you ought to know yo* {.Io"i" sam well
may
!e seriously c,rtailed.
enough to expect that. The American Ernbassy may tell you that your
passport privilege_s have been cancelled. you may 6e told to surrender
your passport and go home. or the French government, at the behest
of your state Department, m_ay order the police to cancel your stay
h":",1td.ygu may be ordered to leave. Whire will you go?,1
I didn't know and admitted it. They set about ,u"rrirg a ,.g;ey
card" for me, and urgpd me to get czechoslovakian arrd frurrgarian
visas. Better be safe than sorry, they said, and I agreed, thorigh at
the moment I had no idea how *.rch this meant.
.had-broug!!
Th: next day I placed the twenty copies of the petition which I
w-ith me, in the handi of twenty delegation heads at
the Palais chaillot. Then went to_get the visas. Eariy the following
J
morning
a cab to the post offfce, expecting to pick up the sixt|
-I look
copies of the Petition sent from the staies. NJttring had^arrived, i
was told. I was not worried; air-mailed packages of Ihe size of these
could well have been delayed. Naturally I *r-it"d to cover all of the
delegations, but the others could wait.
I arrived at the Palais chaillot during a recess. The delegates were
gathered in small groups,
or pio*erading, or sit#ng in the
lgulse reflecting on what lalkjng
had gone Lefore and Ldring or[r what
their reactions were to
rromfnading alone, and rookiig as though
he were in an agitated-b9.
frame of mind-, was D. channin[ Tobias, a
I"gro member of the united States delegation. A book-was in his
hand. I saw its cover,
its photograph of the accusing hand of
-with
Paul Robeson. It was the
Genocide petition.
Dr. Tobias, a handsome man more than six feet tall and with a
beautiful head of grey hair and a light complexion, was chairman
Snow wa-s on the grouSd.Jt was_very cold

I
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of the Board of Directors of the NAACP. He held a degee of Doctor
of Divinity. He was perhaps as well thought of in bourgeois circles,
as an advisor on matters concerning the Negro people, as Booker T.
Washington had been during the era when American imperialism
was rapidly moving onto tfre stage of history and needed a Negro
spokesman.

-

Only recently Dr. Tobias had been made a member of the Board of
Direciors of the Bowery Savings Bank of New York. He, Ralph
Bunche, and Edith Sampson, a Negro w'oman lawyer from Chicago,
were Negro members of the American delegation headed by Mrs.
Eleanor Roosevelt. That there should be so large a Negro contingent
in the American delegation was indeed interesting. It was clear, however, that there were special tasks Negoes were best qualiffed to
perform. One was to create the impression among_ a\" rr?u" delegates
lrom other countries that the u.s.A. was not really harsh in its treatment of "capable" Negroes.
Dr. Tobias saw me coming in. He stopped his pacing, and then
beckoned to me. We knew each other slightly. Although I knew his
record well, perhaps he knew mine as well. A-fter checking my }_rat
and coat, I ciossed the foyer to meet with him. Without ofiering his
hand, or even so much as a how-do-you-do, he demanded, "Why did
you do this thing?"
I innocently asked, "What thing Dr. Tobias?"
"This attack uPon your govemment."
I said, "It's your government, Dr. Tobias. It's my- country. But it's
not an attack upon the country. It's an exposure of the govemment
for which you deem to Plead."
He kept his temper. "But why," he asked, "didn't you write about
the genocide in the Soviet Union?"
I was truly astonished, and I laughed aloud. "There are two reasons
for that, Dr. Tobias," I said. "The ffrst is that I don't know anything
about genocide in the soviet union, although I have- been there a
numbei of times. The second is that I am not a national of the Soviet
union-I think I would look rather foolish coming here with a peti-

tion on that countrY."
"Patterson," he demanded, "where did you expect
this?"

to get with

"Dr. Tobias, that depends in part uPon your courage," I said' "How
far will you helP me get?"
Without anoth"t woid the reverend gentleman furned away'
we had evidently been talking rather vehemently. A photographer
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had come over and taken pictures. And several people were looking
in our direction. Among them was Edith Sampson. My wife and I
had known Edith very well during our Chicago days. She beckoned
to me and I walked slowly to where she was standing.
"Hello, Pa!" she said, and held out her hand. "I have seen the
Petition and agree with most of it."
I intemrpted [rer. "Will you help me get it before the Economic
and Social Council?" I asked.
"Pat, you Inow how I feel about you and Louise. You're ffne people.
But this is a delegation matter, and I'll vote with the delegation."
"It's not so simple as that, is it, Edith?" I asked. "Certainly it is
more than a delegation matter. The integrity of your country is involved. So is peace. This is a challenge to the Negro."
She made some noncommital answer. We shook hands and I turned
away. Later during my stay we had another talk about the PeUtion.
She told me that it had very much upset the delegation. I could feel
how she was torn between the position she had achieved, on the one
hand, and the good instincts and insights which had enabled her to
achieve it, on the other.
Having had these encounters with two of the Negro delegates, I
went out of the Palais Chaillot again. The snow was falling softly.
I buttoned up my coat and walked a few blocks. Paris could be so
beautiful.
I hailed a cab and went again to the post office. There was nothing
there for me. I immediately sent a wire to London, empowering
friends to pick up the Petitions which had been mailed therg and
send them on to me.
Later that day I was informed that Mrs. Roosevelt had, on the previous day, made a speech in the Third Committee of the General
Assembly, in which she had taken up the matter of the status of
Negoes in the United States. The records of this Committee, which
give an indirect summary of the re.marks of each speaker, $ve the
following account of what Mrs. Roosevelt had said:

The allegation that the United States Government was disregarding the interests of tho Negroes was baseless. True, there had
6een instances of Negroes being victimized. by unreasoning racial
preiudice in the United States of America, but such incidents were
not- condoned, and Presidenit Truman himself had on numerous
occasions issued executive orders to ensure the protection of Negroes in employment under government contract. The official Policy
6t A" Unitid'states Goveiment was that the remaining imper.
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fections in the_ practice of democracy, which resulted from the
conduct of small groups, must be corected as soon as possible. . . .
The next day the New York Times reported a further portion of
Mrs. Roosevelt's remarks, as follows:
Mrs. Roosevelt told United Nations delegates today that Negroes
were becoming increasingly active in the political life of the-U.S.
. : . Shg was speaking in reply to Soviet bloc charges of violation
of the human rights of Negroes in the United States.

Although Mrs. Roosevelt had not speciffcally taken up the petition
we had ffled, her remarks were obviously an efiort to undercut its
e,fiect.
A- cable

ffnally arrived from London about the shipment of copies
of the Petition there. The post office had informed my friend that no
package of any kind had come in for a William L. Patterson. That
message did not take me by surprise. f was now certain that countersteps were being taken in an attempt to thwart the circulation and
nullify the effect of the Genocide Fetition.
Naturally, now more than ever, I wanted to reaoh those delegations
in the U.N. which had not received copies of the Petition. I wired
friends in Hungary to whom the other sixty copies of the Petition had
been sent. Word came back almost immediatelyt "Genocid,e received.
Thought they were for distribution. Have given all out. Will try to
collect some and forward."
I had to laugh. In a country not subservient to my Uncle Sam, an
attempt to use the Petitions for a good purpose had defeated the best
use that could have been made of them-that is, their full distribution
among the delegates at the U.N.
The American delgation was doing everything it could to keep the
Petition from coming before the Economic and Social Council or the
Human Rights Commission. That much was clear. Friends suggested
that I seek help from other delegations. Perhaps one of them would
move to hear the Petition. Such a precedent had been set. This was
the method that had been used by the Rev. Michael Scott of South
Africa, in getting before the Human Rights Commission a petition
exposing the savagery with which the South African government was
treating the Herreros. I decided to ffght it out along a similar line.
Preference was given to the Indian government, despite the fact
that India was at that moment approaehing victory in her struggle
against the imperialists of Great Britain. The magnitude of that liberation ffght was such, however, as to make it virtually impossible for
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India to antagonize the ruling clique in the United States without
greatly endangering, at least for the moment, her ftght against British
rnonopoly.

It was suggested that I ask Paul Robeson to get in touch with
Nehru to determine whether anything of a substantial character could
be done. We followed this course, but in the upshot it developed that
India's greatest interests precluded her taking a role in our struggle.
I turned to the Egyptian delegation, but here again I found that
there were conflicting interests that could not easily be reconciled.
An open struggle had developed over the ownership of the Suez
Canal. The interests of the Egyptian lieople demanded support for
their claims against England and France, and especially frorn the
United States which, for reasons of its own, might well support the
Egyptians against the two European powexs. The Egyptians were in
no position to enter the struggle over the Petition.
A meeting was organized for me with leaders of the Haitian,
Dominican and Liberian delegations. But all of these countries were
soliciting aid from the United States under Point IV of the Marshall
Plan, and were unwilling to do anything that would endanger their
chances of receiving such aid.
Clearly, the Negro question was inextricably boiurd up with the
liberation struggles of all mankind, and the forces at work were
complex. I had not appealed for aid to any of the socialist states. To
have done so would have been to call forth an anti-Communist barrage
led by the United States, which couLd only have been divisive. An
ideological victory had already been won. The moral bankruptcy of
United States leaders was being exposed. Every precaution had to be
taken not to weaken those forces waging a consistent struggle against
racism.

One evening the phone in my hotel room rang. "This is the American Embassp" a voice said.
"'What can I do for youP" I asked. "Am I invited to your Christmas

dinner?"
"W'e have orders to cancel your passport and see that you go home,"
the voice at the other end informed me.
"Well, you can go to Hell," I said, and hung up.
I made another call and was told that I would have a ticket on a
plane leaving for Budapest oia Zurich that evening. I went over to
the air terminal to ffnd out the time of the flight. Then I sat down to
think things over.
There had been a good European press. When I ffnally did return
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to the U.S.A., there would be a full analysis of the results of my
trip. The ruling class and the governmerrt had sustained a severo

ideological defeat. The Negro struggle had been lifted to a new level.
American reaction was afraid of such an exposure of the American
scene as brought into bold relief the cold, hard, relentless features of
those who from the time of Lincoln had prescribed terror-not raw
and order, not constitutional government, but stark, naked terroras a policy toward one-tenth of the citizenry of the country.
I checked in and boarded a coach for the airport. But in no way
did I see my departure from Paris as a fight from the fterd of battle.
Rumors of the state Department's restrictions on me had reached
the U.S. press. The Paris Edition of the Neut york Herald,-Tribune,
in its issue of December 27, gave the following accountr

An official at the embassy in Paris said last nieht that there was
"no comment" for the time bing regarding the rEport that the ,.recall" of Mr. Patterson's passpor-t hid Ueei asked.'Mr, patterson is
alleged to have presented to-the united Nations General Assembry
in Paris the sam6 accusation of genocide that paul Robeson and 13
other members of the civil Righ[s congress left at uN headquarters
in New York on Dec. 17.

And on December 30, as

I

learned on my subsequent return to
the

the united states, the formidable walter wincheli included
following item in his always-fateful Sunday evening broadcast:

A {ew months ago,J revealed the name of the person now leading the . Communist ?arty in Harlem, Ney yolk] the focal point
for the American Reds to-win over the Harlems from coast to coast.
This man's name is William L. Patterson, of the West Indies, one
of the plets of the Civil Rights Congress, which was cited as-subversive- by the U.S_. Attorney-Generil. Anyway, ladies and gentlemen, this is to make you ftiel good. Communist leader patierson,
now in France, has been _given a swift kick in the seat by the
Department of State. They f,ave taken away his passport. Whdn the
State Department was asked the reason, a'spokesmair said, ..In the
best interests of the United States." Good riddance!

.

When the plane came down in Zurich I stayed in my seat. I had no
_
desire to attract attention. I did not leave the plane until we reached
Prague._ There, something of the thrill of freedom I had experienced
as a lad when I ffrst left my country and stepped onto Meiican soil,
overcame me.
Paris js usually regarded, by the American Negro who goes abroad,
as the high point of his tour. Whatever racism he encounters there
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is usually precipitated by the activities of some white American
tourist. But I was not thinking solely in terms of my needs as a Negro.
My demands were those of an American and a human being who
feared the withering effects of American racism. I feared France's
subseryience to the U.S.A. On this occasion, as short as my time had
been, I had seen some of the living quarters of Algerians in Paris.
The glamour of Paris was not for me. The soil of Czechoslovakia had
but recently been freed from the hobnailed boots of the Nazi murderers whose improvement upon American racism had been designed to
put preiudice of race and nation into the knapsacks of armies, and

thus spread it over the whole world.
But my pause in Prague was a brief one. When the fight was called,
I boarded again, and soon was at Ferrehigy airport in, Budapest.
There I was met by friends. One was to be my translator and guide;
he is now one of Hungary's leading ambassadors. I was whisked
through customs and into a waiting car and ofi to the beautiful city
on the banks of the Danube. A suite at the lovely hotel on Margaret
Island in the middle of the Danube was waiting for me, and I
was ready for it.
I slept for hours. When I woke it was obviously early in the
morning. My watch told me it was 4 a.m. There was nothing I could
do better than sleeping some more. I did what was best.
But presently the telephone rang. I was asked if I was willing to
speak over the radio. I was not ready to make any independent engagements. Friends who knew of my coming would undoubtedly have a
program worked out. I simply said, "Please call me later when I shall
be able to answer more deffnitely."
My friends did have a program. I was asked if I would speak to
the English section of the editorial stafi of Nepszabadsig, then to a
group of foreign correspondents, and then to the writers' club. Later
I addressed members of the Foreign and Justice Ministries, and talked
to members of the clergy.
My responsibility could not be met by a mere recital of the crimes
against the Negro American, regardless of their magnitude. The crimes
had continued for a hundred years. What needed to be explained
was the role of government, the conspiracy to rob Negroes. I was
not out to give a record only of the Ku Klux KIan and other criminal
organizations and institutions. That had been done before, better
than I could do it. Besides, the Genocide Petition carried an appendix
on that subject.
I wanted to prove that racist criminals had seized states in the
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U.S.A., and made of their police power and government apparatus
instruments of racist terror. I wanted to show that these men could
never respect the charter of the United Nations or its universal
Declaration of Human Rights.
My statement was broadcast to the world.
- A few days later I went back to Prague, where a large press conference was called. Two America, correspondents were-aniong those
attending. This was very helpful to me, for their feeble atteripts to
confound me and to refute what I had said, were the best con-ffrmation I could have had. while I was in Prague I repeated the Budapest
performance, $ving to lawyers and clergy the essei"e of the Geno&de
Petition.
Quite unaccountably, and somewhat obscurely, Mrs. Roosevelt had
-

changod, her tune

with regard to the Petition. On ]anuary 12 she
to William A. Rutherford of the New york
and the fusociated Nego press. Here is a part of

gave an interview

Amsterdam Nerps
what Rutherford reported:

In an exclusive interview accorded to this correspondent, Mrs.
. . . Roosevelt . . . stated her belief that the United liations would
be morally justiffed in taking action in favor of the American Negro
people.

[She] feels -that the colored _peoples of the world are ffnally
coming into their own: They "Iiave found strength in unity anl
-Their
can now make the big powers listen to their iusi demands.
burdens of social and-econornic deprivation will be and are being
overcome as they press their demanils in the councils of the world.H
When questioned about the petition charging the United States
with genocide, which Civil Rights CongrisJ head William L.
Patterson has been tq.irrg to present to tlie United Nations, Mrs.
Roosevelt commented that

it

was "well done as a petition . . . fand

was] based on sound and good documentation. [It] was not presented with spurious reasoning."
She went on to add: "The charge of genocide against the colored

people in America is ridiculous in terms of the United Nations
deffnition." Her reasons were (1) although the Negro death rate
i high in America, so is the birth rate, (2) althougL sickness and
disease carry off more colored people than in othei groups, a real
effort is being made to overcome this.
Mrs. Roosevelt thought that in spite of these obiections, the
Petition would do some good in focussing world attention on the
bad situation in America. She also expressed the fear that the
Petition would play into the hands of some Southerners who

GEN@IDE
would like nothing better than to institute genocide against
Negropeople....
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when I returned to Paris the session of the General Assembly was
I went to the post office to see about the package of copies of
the Petition. This time the package was there. Th"r"-*"r no'doubt
that it had been wilfully kep out of my hands. when I returned to
the united States I learned that "my" govemment had indeed held
up the Petitions, in London as well as in Paris.
I booked passage to London. Fearing that I might not be permitted
to leavethe ailport there, I sent a wire to D. N. Fritt, King'JCounsel,
one of the world's great defenders of civil rights, to tell him that I
was or} my way.
It was fortunate that I did this. As it was, I was restrained for
L7 hours at the London airport. when allowed to leave its con0nes,
through-the-vigorous intervention of Pritt and others, I was granted
a stay of only ffve days in England. Pritt had a gathering at hi-s home
in the Inns of Court, and I placed the indictment for lenocide and
the evidence of guilt before a sympathetic and objective-audience.
I saw other friends in England, and learned that there too the
Petitions had been released from the post office after the paris session
of the General Assembly had closed.
I paid a visit to Highgate Cemetery and placod a wreath on the
grave of Karl Marx, one of the greatest social scientists the world
over.

has ever kn.own.
f was ready to return to New York and faee the consequences.
In my notebook I wrote, "Mission accomplished.,'
Precisely what did I mean by that?

I

meant that the American governrnent as a bearer of racism had
to the world.
I meant that the imperialist forces, the giant monopolies behind
the shifting scene, were exposed.
I meant that the struggle of American Negroes for their rightful
place in their own nation, was merging with the liberation stniggles
of the peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America, and that those-rirho
fought sincerely for peace and fundamental freedoms wourd sooner
or later see the relation of their battles to the struggles led by the
Negro people.
We Charge Cenocide was to be translated into several languages,
and to ffnd favor among freedom-loving peoples wherever iI went.
TJ deepened, sh-arpened and broadened the ideological
struggre against
once again had its true nature revealed

the racists of the United States.

DISCUSSIONS
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0n [hapter 0ne of Prngram
It seems to me that when this
section is re-written, we must
give more emphasis to:
(1) the nature of capitalism
itself;
(2) the relationship between
monopoly and capitalism;
(3) the inherent laws of development of monopoly capitalism.
Why do I feel this way? The
chapter opens by posing four
serious crises of our society, and
follows by stating the need for a
radical change. The opening paragraph of the draft states: "AIl
these separate crises are manifestations of the larger, deeper
crisis of society . . ." However, I
don't think the chapter sufficiently
spells out the exact meaning of
the larger, deeper crisis of society.

We attribute here the major
crises we describe to monopoly
per se. But it seems to me that
we need to think this through a
Iittle more thoroughly in formulating a basic document. Don't
we need to point out somewhere
that the key to understanding the
world in whieh we live todayincluding the United States-is
to understand that the root cause
of our social ills lies in the general crisis of capitalism itself?

tl

This is the kernel of the concept
which difrerentiates our position
on monopoly and imperialism
from that of many other people
who may see these things as evils
but who don't understand them
as well as we do.
I feel that it is especially important to deal with the nature
of capitalism itself in view of the
tremendous misunderstanding of
capitalism by the general American public. The attempts of the
Establishment to promote the
concept of a "people's capitalism,,
have not been without some success. There is some illusion that
if you own a share of stock, you
are somehow a capitalist. Or, in
the brazen slogan of Warner &
Swasey Co.: "If you own a hammer, you are a capitalist."
Our understanding of the nature of capitalism is one of the
more important contributions we
have to make to the understanding of the American people. And
it seems to me that if we don't
include some discussion about
capitalism in our handling of monopoly, our document is incomplete.

Lacking this coming to grips
with capitalism, the draft lacks
incisiveness in the section on mon-

opoly.

It

graphically catalogues

a5
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the evils of monopoly, but

it

leaves

the reader in the position of taking our word for it that monopoly
is the cause of these evils. Reading this section is something like
hearing a long and vivid description of a deadly disease, without
learning the cause of the disease
or the characteristic course it
takes. There is the danger that a
naive reader may assume that if
we only could do away with monopoly, we might be able to exist
happily in a non-monopolized but
stiil capitalist economy. The draft
doesn't make it clear that this is
an impossibility.
It is important for us to differentiate our position from the
position of others who also see
monopoly as an evil, but lack a
Marxist understanding of its
nature. For example, an Ohio
State Senator recently called for
a "labor-Democratic crusade to
break the Republican big-monea
power combination (my emphasis) which has dominated Ohio

politics since the depression of
the '30s." Now, our concept of
monopoly is qualitatively different
from the simplified idea of a "bigmoney power combination" and
what our program must do is to
spell out how it is different. If
we do this, our concept will be
more meaningful than that of the
Ohioan quoted above; at the same
time, it will embrace his concept
and help him to work with us in

an anti-monopoly coalition.
At the top of page 12 of the
draft is a paragraph which deals,
in a cursory and hurried manner,
with the nature of capitalism. It
seems to me that the whole section must be strengthened by a
more fundamental discussion of
eapitalism itself and the relationship of monopoly-and capitalism-to the general crisis of capitalism. And I am certain this
can be done without being Ponderous about it, in keeping with
the fresh and vivid style of writing: of the program as drafted.

DON HAMMERSQUITH

0nce Again on the New Left
The article by Comrade Proctor
on the New Left in the December

the four
criticisms and amendments to it
in the March issue, point out
clearly some of the misconceptions and inadequacies of New
Left ideology. I agree with all the
comradeg when they urge the
party not to stand apart or aloof

Poli,ti,cal Afrai.rs, and

from the New Left but to work
with them and to try to win them
to our position. But to do this,
we must do more than to show
where the New Left is wrong. We
must show where the Communist
party is right.
In all of these articles our position is stated as truth, and by implication our main problem is

!&inc.tr iFfAing
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to spread the truth more
effectively. In this way we con-

merely

centrate on the New Left's argumentation and avoid responsibility to provide real answers to
the problems and questions which
give rise to their position.
I would like to consider three
major areas where these articles
take issue with the New Left,
and try to show that a weaknegs
in our analysis is at least partially
responsible for the present persuasiveness of the New Left position.
The first is the nature of the
U.S. working class. The New Left,
in general, pictures the class as
corrupted and bourgeoisified in
its thinking by the relative affiuence provided from the superprofits of U.S. imperialism. Thus
it is no longer a revolutionary
class. In the words of Ronald
Aronson in Studies on the Left
(January-February, 1966), "The
shared experience of most American workers leads them to accept
and support the system because
it delivers the goods."
Proctor handles this position in

this manner:
'We:believe that
the working class,
and by this we mean people who
are wag:e-earners and who are economically exploited . . . is a growing
class, and is the most revolutionary class in the United States. All

statistics will prove the flrst contention, and we are confident that his-

tory has already proved and will
continue to prove the eorrectness of

the second. While we recognize that
there are special problems facing
epecial sectioms of the wonking class,

we do not ma.ke of this a new theory

of

class.

But this is just the point that
the New Left has rejected, and
we can't wait for history to prove
them wrong. Instead of merely
restating our position, we should
direct our arguments to the reasons they advance for rejecting
it.
In the first place there is a Iot
of confusion about the changing structure of the working
class. Who is and who isn't in

the class? These questions are
dealt with by Proctor, but we
must do more in this area. Then
we should deepen the understand-

ing on the New Left and among
party youth of some of the key
problems in the historical develop-

ment of the U.S. working class;
the development of a labor party
and economism; craft vs. indus-

trial organization; syndicalism
and dual unionism; revolutionary

vs. reformist trade unions; and
the role of the Left elements. This
u'ould help explain why the class
is what it is today, and would take
out some of the emotion in the
New Left's critique of it. And
then we must clarify our stand on
the "aristocracy of labor."
This last point is the most relevant, and I would like to expand it.
This is the concept as developed

by Lenin. The imperialist

states

extract super-profits through national oppression of other peoples.
This gives the capitalists in the
irnperialist country more fiexibility in meeting the demands of
its working class. Those sections
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of the class best organized for ist moods and movements are a
struggle are more able to ob- natural outgrowth of the histain concessions. At the same torieal fact that the Negro people
time, this profit cushion makes it in this country constitute an opmore possible, and also more necessary, to bribe and corrupt sec-

tions of the working class to
quiet the domestic class struggle
ancl to gain support for aggressive imperialist goals.
These are the objective processes which provide the material
base for reformist and class-collaborationist ideology in the
rvorking class. This is not to say
that the class has an interest in
maintaining imperialism. It just
demonstrates why workers do not
automatically see that they have
an interest in opposing imperialism,

The New Left is partially correet in its attitude toward the
working class. What they do not
appreciate fully is the nature and
the magnitude of the contradictions withln the class, and their
responsibility to combat bourgeois ideology from within the class.
They do not see the processes, in

particular the impact of automation on the job seeurity of the
more highly skilled and better
paid job categories, that are fragmenting the labor aristocracy.
If we approach this question
honestly and soberly, and not in
the spirit of "proving" that the
U.S. working elass is or is not

"backward," we can gain the
agreement of the vast majority of
the people in the New Left.
I think that the treatment of
black nationalism in the five articles is also inadequate. National-

pressed national minority. Al-

though the foundation of our approach is proletarian internationalism, we are not justified in re-

e:arding Negro nationalism as
simply an "aberration" or as an
"artificial obstacle" to "working
class unity."
Insofar as nationalism expl'esses the demand for real equality and, insofar as it refleets a
positive and possessive attitude toward Afro-American culture and
a rejection of the monopoly-determined attitudes and institutions of the dominant culture, it
is a healthy development. When
it stands in the way of meaningful unity and struggle it is a
negative influence. This approach
does not come through in any of
the five articles.
Proctor counterposes nationalism to integration in a way that
implies that he supports integration as the goal of the Negro
people's movement. But more and
more the Negro people are comiug to the conclusion that emphasis on integration actually
makes equality dependent on the
ability to pay. Integration is an
approach based on the Negro as
an individual or a family unit,
not as a people. It sufers from
the same limitation as do all individual approaches to salvation
under monopoly capitalism. It
ma], work for the exceptional case,
but it won't work for the general
rule.

t8

our
ition on integration, not just because important sections of the
T[re should reexamine

pos-

Negro people's movement are look-

ing beyond this demand, but because our international theory
attd practice has not supported
this approach. On the contrary,
itrternationally we have attempted

to insure real equality for oppressed national minorities by
guaranteeing them rights as a
people, not just as individuals;
and by guaranteeing them meaningful political power and some
degree of autonomy. Then, when
real equality is attained, integration is possible on a qualitatively
different basis.
At another point in his discussion of the Negro people's
movement, Proctor states, "There
may be a time when a sharp
break [in Negro people's unity]
becomes unavoidable, but that
time will be determined by the
absence of further common
grounds for struggle, not by the
emotions of the young radicals."
This is another case of sliding
over a real problem with which
the New Left has been grappling
and, as it stands, the statement
is extremely misleading.
It is pretty much agreed in the
party that the Negro people cannot gain economic equality within
the framework of U.S. monopoly
capitalism. So it should not surprise us that seetions of the
Negro people's movement are raising demands that cannot be met
within the framework of the system. TV'e have had a tendeney to
look upon these demands as
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problems, as threats to the unity

of the Negro people.
\{hen Negroes begin posing
radical class demands, our role
is not to tell them to wait until
there are no t'further common
grounds" for unity among the
Negro people. Our role is to work

for the unity of the entire working class around the demands of
the Negro workers and to try
to maximize the support from
other sections of the people.

If

we

maintain that jim crow can't be
fully eliminated under the system,
we certainly don't want to say
that class demands can't originate among the Negro workers
until we have eliminated jim crow.
But that is what we seem to be
saying, and thus we will have

trouble criticizing persuasively
the radieal nationalism of the
New Left.
The entire approach to strategy
and tactics in these five articles
lacks a clear treatment of the role
of the conscious vanguard, the
Party, in the movements for immediate demands. This is a funda'
mental point in any dialogue with
people who reject, on principle,
coalitions and united front approaches.

It is a fundamental
cause

point be-

the New Left people are

right when they say that reforms
create illusions. They are right
when they say that socialism will
not come through an accumulation

of reform victories. Our

for

reason,

holding that these facts
shouldn't exclude coalitions for

immediate demands, hinges on our
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conception of the role of the
party.
Mass struggles for immediate
demands do not spontaneously
create the consciousness of the
need for a revolutionary change
in the system, but they do create
the conditious where such a consciousness can most readily be
developed. That is our job.
Through active involvement iu
struggles, we have the chance to
clarify to the people with whom
we are working, the nature of
the system and the necessity of
getting rid of it.
Comrade Heisler is missing this
point completely when he talks
about our concept of coalition. He
says nothing about the role of
the party and concludes with the
very dubious statement that, "The
winning of anti-monopoly victories
is a prerequisite for the ultimate
goal."

Certainly no movement can sur-

vive unless it wins partial victories and. satisfies some of its

immediate demands. fn that sense,

"anti-monopoly vietories are a

prerequisite of the ultimate goal."
But you will not get socialism by

piling antimonopoly victories on
top of each other. You will get
soeialism when people learn in
the process of struggle that the
system has to go, and that they
have the power and. the will to do
it. They will learn through a process that will contain victories,
defeats, and stalemates4f we ore
tltere,

This emphasis on "vistories"
is an example of beating on the
"worse the better" strawman.

It

is

obviously not necessarily true
that the worse the conditions of
life, the better the conditions,for
struggle; and such a perspective
could never be the approach of a

party that seeks to give leadership to masses of people. But,
ou the other hand, it is also not
necessarily true that the better
the conditions of life the better
the conditions for struggle. Yet
we have taken a position some-

thing like this by emphasizing
the victories in the democratic
struggle over the revolutionary
content which we work to in-

ject into the democratic struggle.
W'e are going to look like reformers and evolutionary socialists to the New Left until we
clarify this point.
lVe haven't done enough to distinguish our position from the
pseudo-r ealpoli,tilc of. the coalition-

ist political realignment group Ied
by Harrington and Rustin. In
order to wage a "revolutionary
struggle for reforms," we must
always maintain the identity and
the revolutionary perspective and
ideology of the party within the
framework of the united front
and the popular front. The point
is to distinguish between an alliarice and a merger.
Our main responsibility in polemizing with the New Left is to
attack the problems that we both
face in a way that is both concrete and ereative. And this is
the way that we can win them
to the party, since the New Left
is involved in struggle and suffers
more from a lack of theory than
frono an incorrect theory.
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If

we are honest with ourselves,

we must admit that their confusion in large measure is a mirror of our own. It is attributable
to our lack of clarity more than

it

is to their petty-bourgeois back-

ground or any other such com-

fortable explanation. What we
must do is to use Marxist-Leninist theory as a means to, not a
substitute for, an understanding
of the specific problems facing
the mass movement in this
country.

I. M. BUDISH

The Nature nf Monopoly [apitalism
It

is more than a hundred years
ago sinee the flrst scientific communist program was formulated
by Marx and Engels. The Com-

munist Manifesto of 1848 referred to the "holy alliance" of
the most reactionary powers of

that time, headed by the Russian
tsar and the German police, and
their reactionary campaign of repression and slanderous "oldwives' tales" directed against
every opposition party, in the

name of anti-Communism. They
posed the question, "Where is
the opposition party which has
not ben stigmatized as Communist by those who wield
power?"
During the past twelve decades
the prognostications of that first
Communist Manifesto came true.
On one third of the globe, the
working classes led by their Communist parties did gain political
power, wrested all means of production from the capitalist class,
did etrectively and rapidly increase the total mass of productive forces; and replaced "the old

bourgeois society with its classes
and class conflicts" by regimes
"in which the development of eaeh

will lead to the free development
of all." Another third of mankind, the former colonial countries, are struggling to wrest
genuine

full

independence from

the plunderbund of imperialism,
while groping to find their own
path to socialism. Finally, with
only two exceptions, all major
capitalist countries have had to
recognize the legitimacy of the
Communist parties and accord
them, at Ieast as a matter of formal law, the same rights to political activity and represntation in
legislative chambers and administrative bodies as are enjoyed
by bourgeois parties.
Only in this country of ours the
citadel of imperialism, and in
neo-Nazi infested West Germany,
have the old-wives' tales slandering Communism been refurbished

and

eomputerized by publicrelations and TV-radio departments of the supermonopolies, and
anti-Communism continues to be
used to give the gloss of a holy
crusade to the policy of division,
suppression and super-exploitation at home and of despoliation,
intervention and rank conquest
overseas. It must be obvious to
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all but the wilfully blind

that,

as the draft program points out,
this anti-Communist cold-war road

can lead only

to catastrophe. So

all fairminded

people

will

wel-

this draft program which,
in the words of Gus Hall, "is
our answer to the forces of recome

action who have used the big Iie
of anti--Communism as a smokescreen to the struggle against

everything progressive."
Few students of the subject
would fail to ag:ree with the analysis that our country is confronted with two mutually
exclusive alternatives. One, representing the road of least resistance, would continue the economic reign and political
supremacy of corporate monopoly,
with its inexorable trend to disaster and war. The other ehoice,
that of ceaseless struggle for a
revolutionary turn to genuine people's demoeracy, tbat would wrest
the ownership of the incomeproducing resources of the nation
augmented by the new technology
from the corporate monopolies,
and. would put them to full ase
for the benefit of all the people.
OnIy the latter would put an end
to every vestige of discrimination
against the Negro and other
minorities, as well as to intervention and aggression abroad, thus
replacing the policy of cold and
hot wars with a policy of coexistence.

Nor would any Marxist question the proposition (p. 87) that,
in Gus Hall's words all tactical
policies must be based on "the
concept of the decisive role of

the people, of the millions as the
power source of all social progress," and that talk about fundamental solutions are just words
unless and until "they are related" to the active day-to-day
struggles and "the decisive role
of the millions."
But even though, or rather just
because, these fundamental problems of both principle and tactics
are so correctly formulated in
the draft program, Politicat
Affairs still has good reason to
comment editorially (March
issue) that the draft has many
flaws and omissions. Perhaps such
flaws are inevitable in a document

covering the vast field of the sum

total of all major economic, social and political problems within the relatively limited space of
128 pages. Moreover, since the
draft, in our opinion, presents
the only fundamental Marxist
solution of the grave crisis faced
by the United States (with all
the dangers it involves of total
catastrophe to mankind), it is

incumbent upon us to serutinize
every statement in the draft with

a supercritical eye to any flaw,
which might be overlooked in a
piece

of

lesser import.

It is in this spirit that I

join
the discussion. My comments are
centered on questions of style,
approach and manner of presentation. Throughout the draft there
is an evident tendency to overpopularization, including at times,
the use of conventional images,
with lapses into loose formulation, carelessness in emphasis and
some inaccuracies. This tendency
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also reflected in what seems
like a studious avoidanee of any
reference to factual data, however
non-controversial and illuminating, to the degree that some essential statements of the draft
would tend to leave an impression
of unsubstantiated assertions, especially with the uninitiated

is

reader.

Unfortunately, even the most
crucial section of the draft, that
dealing with the "Reig:r of Monopoly" (pp. 11-21), dial not
escape these flaws. A great deal

of the space is

devoted to the
derivative evils of monopoly (corruption, regressive taxation,
wasteful consumption), while the
basic inherent defects of monopoly are hardly touched upon.
We challenge monopoly because

it is intrinsically wasteful of the
productive forces of the nation.
In its drive to maximize profits,
monopoly restricts competition,
virtually eliminating it in the
area of prices. It continually reduces the share of the output go-

ing to the workers-blue collar
and white collar. This leads to

a

corresponding decline in the
aggregate demand or purchasing
po\ryer of the people, with the

consequent shrinkage of the domestic market. As the market
shrinks, monopoly rather than cut
prices, reduces output. That explains why, despite all its vaunted

efficiency, corporate monopoly has,
in peace time, never been able

to utilize fully the available man-

power and productive forces. According to the rather understateil

estimates

of the

President's

Council of Economic Advisers, the
Ioss suffered by the people of the
United States during the post-

Korean war decade

of

1953-1962,

as a result of this incapacity of
monopoly to utilize the productive
forces it appropriated and controls, amounted to 9427 billion,
an average of nearly 9,13 billion
a year. The loss or" employment
reached the staggering total of
26,500,000 man-years. In oUrer
words, the inherent basic rvastefulness of monopoly in the process
of produetion is directly and immediately responsible for a minimum average of 2.5 million unemployed per year.
Because of the very nature of
monopoly, the aggregate purchasing power of the people continually and increasingly lags behind
the potential of industry. The monopolies, therefore, grow ever
more dependent on foreign investments, adventures and out-

right

aggression.

Finally, since the motive force
for the operation of monopoly is
the maximization of profits, even
the productive forces that are
utilized by monopoly are allocated to the production of one or
another kind of goods and services without due consideration for

the vital

needs

of the people.

Relatively excessive capital and
manpower is put into the production of luxurious residenees
and palatial office buildings rather
than in the construction of the
minimum of adequate housing for
the people, etc. The same basic
characteristic of monopoly explains why many types of goods
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bulbs, appliances, nylon

-electric
stockings, etc.-are deliberately
constructed as to make them
much more perishable than they
need be. Artificially developed
attitudes and fashions are re-

in

flected
models

ting a

numberless styles and

of

consumer goods, creaneedlessly wasteful com-

for annual changes.
The draft eontains only

pulsion

the

following single sentence (p 21) :
"Simultaneously a declining share
of the product goes to those who
Iabor to produce it," referring to
this inherent basic characteristic
of monopoly without linking it
either to the insufficiency of the
effeetive demand, or the high level
of unemployment or the fatal
trend to cold and hot war. Nor
is any factual information supplied to substantiate that statement. But such information is
both available and incontestable.
The censuses of manufactures for
1953 and 1963 show that the share
of the total new product (added
value) going to the workers who
produced

it

declined

in that

dec-

ade from 40.3 per cent in 1953
to 30.7 per cent in 1963, or by
neariy one-fourth. In the last five
years, 1960 to 1965, manufacturing output increased by 33 per

cent, while the total amount of
real wages (in constant prices)
paid out to all production workers
increased by 18 per cent, or little
more than half the rise in the
output of their labor during that
period.

Brief
made

to

tion. It

referenee must also be
in formulais, of course, true that

some laxness

"wage [and salary] workers . . .
must sell their capacity to work
piecemeal in order to live," but
the clause about "owning nothing" (p. 12) is both inaccurate
and superfluous.
Profits are reinvested to "yield
still more proffts" (p. 13) but not
primarily "to expand production,"
and "competition" is not the maior
factor in that operation of monopoly capital. Only Iess than onehalf of the investment for nerv
plant and equipment (46 per cent
in 1965) goes for expansion, the
greater half being allocated to
rationalization and labor-saving
new technology, including automation, with a view to the replacement of workers by
machinery.

There is a statement (p. 13),
"And beeause the period has been
dominateil by wars hot and cold,
with a consequent enlargement of
the military role in the economy
of the government, the union of
monopoly and government has
spawned one particularly sinister
offspring: the military-industrial
complex." This tends to leave the
impression that the monopolies
had nothing to do with causing
the hot and cold wars that have
dominated that period and that
only as an after efect of that
domination did the union of monopoly and government create the

military-industrial complex. There
is little doubt in my mind that
what the draft program intended
to convey was that monopoly and
its fusion with the state was the
deeisive factor that made the hot
and cold wars the dominant char-

5{

acteristic of this period.
Finally, the statement about
"the rising flood of advertising
that increasingly engulfs the nation" could easily have been sub-

stantiated by mentioning the
simple fact, that some 915 billion
were spent for that purpose in
1965. This is approximately half
the sum total of all appropriations
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of the Federal budget for administrative and all civilian purposes
not arising from present or
former cold and hot wars.
These flaws, to my mind, do not
detract from the historic dignificance of the draft program, but
its value to the people would be
greatly enhanced by the most exacting discussion and editing.

DOnIS IONES

What About The Needs of Women?
On the whole, the draft program is an important and a vital
step forward, and it does its job

well. It is well written in the
main; it has style, impact, and
freshness. It handles complex
questions in many instances with

brevity but with preciseness.
Some of its sentenees suffer in
structure and a lack of explicit

punctuation. An example, by no
means the only one, is sentence
two of the forward which should
read "It is a new kind of study
of contemporary USA." The present wording is eonfusing, as the
reader must supply the comma
after "kind."
A couple of other formulations
just happened to bug me, but are
actually minor points within the
whole. On page 12 where it says,
"and all values become reduced
to market values," I think it
should read "and all values tend
to become reduced to market
vallles," and even this might be
ampliffed in a sentence or two.

We are often accused of over-

simplifying and reducing things
to economic absurdities, and the
sentence as it stands will eause
unnecessary misunderstanding.
On page 63 the sentence ,,To
overcome the unequal burden
would require an employment

rate in the Negro community
three or four times as high as in
the white" is not clear. I think it

to reduce unemployment, or the re-employrnent
rate. But, it almost sounds as if
Negro and white employmentunemployment ratios should be
reversed with the whites unemployed. And on page 126, in one
of the rare mentions of women
(of this more separately from
these general comments), you
have "Francis"-the male spelmeans the effort

ling

! really, now. On page 89 of

Foner's Fred,eri,clt,

D ouglas

s (Cit a-

del) it is Frances Wright, and
should precise research turn up
the "i" spelling, slae should be

identified. She should be identified anyway, for that matter, and

several other women

added,
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throughout

Sojourner Truth,

- etc.
Jane Addams,

The biggest disappointment in
the program is its failure to eome
to grips with the basic causes of
the problems women confront in
contemporary society, compound-

ed by the failure to offer any

program to meet women's needs.
I will grant that it is difficult in
a dra t political program to
weigh and sort out just what
aspects of "the woman question"
belong in such a document and
which belong in more extensive
types of essays and discussion.
But the draft does discuss the
root causes, allies in struggle,
immediate program and a few
contributions to progress of the
Negro liberation movement without getting bogged down in an
analysis of the movement in its
entirety. The main weakness is
that it makes only a sluggish and
half-hearted attempt to do this
re women-women's contribution,
women's needs and how programs
of reform and an eventual socialist
society can meet these needs. I
will further grant, of course, that
references to workers, youth, Neg:roes, etc. i,mplg women as well
as men and that in at least four
lines out of nearly 4,800 the
phrase "men and women" can be
found.

It is grossly inadequate for the
Communist Party program to
recognize women only i,mplici,tl11 ;
the referenee must be e*plieit,
and the causes of women's special
difficulties clearly named, the solutions outlined, and the struggle
for these solutions faced as in the

self-interest of all lhe struggling
sectors of the population. The
draft does not do this. Nor does
it consciously enough recognize
the specific contributions women
are making, despite great obstacles, to the fight for peace, for
Negro rights, for the needs of
youth, for the rights of labor, etc.
There is very little in the draft
as it now stands to convince a
woman reader that the Communist Party is a vehicle for her
growth and emancipation, or that
the party's view on the question
eneompasses, and relates to social
struggle and class realities, all
that is best in the outlook and
program of other groups re
humanists, women's
women
groups, etc.

Given the prevailing

male

supremacist implications in most
writing, our program must consciously express a different outlook.

Therefore, and in disagreement
with the literary defenses for the
use of the words "man" and
"mankind," there are several instances where the use of "men
and wornen" would sharpen the
reader's awareness (examplespage 5, line 7; page 15, 5th line
from the bottom; page 27, 4th
line from the bottom). Here as
in other places, only adding "men
and women," is not enough;
sorne acknowledgement is required

of the fact that a most consistent
challenge to the myth that foreign
affairs are "too deep" has come
from the women's peace organizations over the past decade.
A draft program is not, I recognize, an exercise in statistics.

tt
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it should delineate the with problems that begin outside
problems it seeks to solve, and the home.
again in the case of the needs of
Lest this begin to sound like
women, it does not. Could it not a harangue,
f retura to specific
make clear
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However,

a few of the following

facts, or choose from hundreds of
similar ones?

a) only 6 per cent of women over

26 have college degrees;
b) the average yearly inco,me for
employed college women graduates

pages

of the draft. On page 68,

the draft correcfly states that the
fundamental question is that of
Iower wages for comparable work
and skill. But then it sags off the

fundamentals for a number of
confused formulations: 1) that
division between men and women
is $3,447;
is
of growing importance because
c) the average for vromen of less
more
women are working_would
than a college degree is g2,1g1;
it
not
be just as important if more
percentage
d) the
of women col_
lege students to the total numLer women were not working? The
of students is less today than it was necessity to add millions more
in 1920;
women to the social struggles_
e) women arc l/B of the labor for wages, unions, peace, human
force, and are paid 1/6 of the weges;
rights, etc. means that divisions
f) wages paid to women are not resulting from a narro.w view of
only less than those paid to men, women's needs are harmful be_
but the gap has been increasing;
cause they reduee the forces ar_
,g) a woman liberal arts graduate rayed against monopoly.
ln 1966 will start work at up to paragraph should also say that The
the
$100 less per month than a male Iower wages paid to women
are
a
liberal arts graduate.
major source of the profits of
monopoly
a super-exploitation
The draft is inadequate in not
- all workers. 2) the
that
hurts
clearly discussing the need for phrase
"custom and practice, resocial services for children and
youth that would also help eman- flecting the deep prejudices of our
society" is an odd formulation for
cipate women from some of these
.,custom,
Marxists.

responsibilities.
And it is inadequate in that it
does not encourage women to join
the social struggles, to live lives
of social purpose. If politics does

not stop at the water,s edge (top
p. 28), women'g concerns do not
stop at the front doorstep. It does
not belittle the necessary home_
maker's role to point out that it
is at best by itself a .,half a role,,,
and the half least able to cope

Are not the

practice and deep prejudice,, them_
selves but reflections of class so_
ciety, and capitalism and mon-

opoly in particular? Throughout
the draft, when it comes to the

woman question, nobod,g nanl,eg
the culprit-cxploitive society; in
our century, monopoly capitalism.
And it seems to follow from this
that the remedy for woman,s
specific problems is only vaguely
defined.

ERIK BERT

Monopoly ard [apitalist Society
The draft program

atloPts

Lenin's definition of imperialism
as the monopoly stage of caPitalism (p. 28) and, thus, the conception that modern "monoPoly" is
a stage of capitalism, However,
the program is not eonsistent in
this view, and treats monoPolY
from other viewpoints also.
The program discusses monopoly on oceasion as though it is
synonymous

with, not a

sPecial

stage of, capitalism; that is, it
substitutes monopoly for capitalism. It identifies monopoly with
capitalism in its entirety, substitutes monopoly for capitalism, in
dealing with the theory of value.

It says:

Monopoly may maniptrlate the
distribution of wealth, but wealth
is not created by manipulation. The
sole creator of the value of all commodities is hurnan labor (P. 16).
Here the draft program appears
to identify "wealth" and "value."
It echoes the draft Program Prepared for the Gotha Congress of
the German Workers' PartY in
1875. That draft program said:
"Labor is the souree of all wealth
and all culture." To which Marx
replied, bluntly, in his celebrated
Criti,que: "Labor is not the sourea
of all wealth, Nature is just as
much the source of use values
(and it is surely of such that material wealth consists!) as labor
which itself is only the manifes-

tation of a natural force, human
Iabor power" (Marx's emphasis).
The program goes on to say:

"This basic truth of economic
Iife"-that "wealth is not created

by manipulation," that "the sole
creator of the value of all commodities is human l&bor"-"gets
lost in the modern economic maze,
as does the corollary fact that extraction of profit from the labor
of others is exploitation." (p. 17).

The program explains the reafor this murk: "The primary
source of [monopoly's wealth...
tends to be obscured" because
"monopoly exacts tribute from
the entire nation, utilizing government to this end, employing
son

its domiuant position in

the

market place and in the financial
system to rig prices and manipulation credit" (p. 16).
Here two different things are
mingled. The first is the source of
profits as a whole. The second is
the source of the extra profits of
monopoly, as contrasted with the
profits of the rest of capital.
The source of profits is concealed because under capitalism
the worker is apparently paid for
what he produces. The capitalist
makes a profit. Hence, the profit
appears to be due, somehow, to
the capitalist's efforts.
Marx exposed the existence of
exploitation precisely within this
context. He showed that the
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worker is paid the value of his Iabor power, the value of his product is far in excess of the value
of his labor power, and the difference belongs to the capitalist
as profit. It is here that the ,,prim-

ary source of

(monopoly,s)

wealth" is "obseured." ft ig .,obscured" by the capitalist-wage labor relations.
The primary source of monopoly's profits is obscured, thereforg not because monopoly is
monopoly, but beeause monopoly
is capitalist. The primary source
of monopoly's profits is not obscured because "monopoly exacts

tribute from the entire nation,
utilizing government to this end,
employing its dominant position
in the market place and in the
financial system to rig prices and
manipulate credit." The source of
monopoly's profit is obscured,
primarily, because the source of
capitalist profits as a whole is ob-

appropriate these ertra profits
continuously instead of being deprived

of them by

because

competition,

(a) other capital

cannot

produce on the same large scale
and (b) where equally Iarge ag-

gregations

of capital compete,

they agree on selling (or buying)
prices; and (3) it is able to appropriate these ertra profits be-

cause it

dominates markets

through advertising expenditures.
The confusion of monopoly and

capitalism occurs also

in

these

statements:

Other classes and social strata
the oppressive weight of monopoly, but only the exploitation of
encounters it in the pith of the produetive process Other classes
and strata are exploited by monopoly, but only the exploitation of
fe.el

the working class, that is the extraction of profit from wage labor, is
the indispensable condition for monopoly's existence (p. 4g).

scured.

What the "working elass enin the pith of the
productive proeess" is not, primnot obscure, in the sense that the arily, monopoly, but capital; the
source of capitalist profits in their
relations in the process of producentirety is obscure. The ,,domi- tion are capitalist relations.
nant position" of monopoly ,,in
Similarly, the "extraction of
the market place and in the finan- profit from wage labor is the incial system," which it utilizes to dispensable condition for mon"rig priees and manipulate cre- opoly's existence," only because
dit," is a source of its entra pro- it is the indispensable condition
fit. The other, and major, source for capital's existence. The extracof its eutra profit lies in the mag- tion of profit from wage labor is
nitude of its production activities. not a condition for the existence
Monopoly capital appropriates of monopoly uniquely, but for all
entra proflts because: (1) it is capital.
able, due to its size, to produce at
Monopoly capitalism is treated
a lower cost of production than as synonymous with capitalism
other capital; (2) it is able to by ascribing to it, uniquely, featAs a matter of fact, the sources
of the ertru profit of monopoly are

counters
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ures which were characteristic of
pre-monopoly capitalism.

1. Thus, the program says:
"Monopoly pollutes the air we
breathe" (p. 15). But, in 1844
Engels wrote, "A pall of smoke
. . hangs over (the) towns" in
the Manchester area. Stockport

was "one of the largest and
smokiest holes in the whole
(Manchester) industrial area";
and in Ashton-under-Lyne, in the
same area, "thick clouds of smoke
ascend from (the factory) chimneys" (Engels, The Cond,i,ti,on of
the Working Class in England,).
It is true that today "monopoly
pollutes the air we breathe," as
the program says. But it is even
truer that capitalism has polluted
the air of the towns and cities
ever since the steam engine became the source of power for large
scale industry. Pollution of the
air is not, therefore, a recent
event or discovery.
2. "Monopoly is the incubator
of urban blight," the program
says (p. 15). But Engels'descrip-

tion in The Cond.iti.on of

the

Worlcing Class i,n England, off.ers
overwhelming evidence that cap.
italism is the incubator of urban
blight. (There is a serious need
for an historical study of what is
called the "crisis of the cities."
This "crisis" is usually viewed, unhistorically, as a recent oceurence.

The forms and intensity of this

"crisis" change, but it is

coexis-

tent with capitalism.)
3. ,,Monopoly,, gontro of television and radio, the program
says, demeans "the human personality" (p. 16). More than a

century ago the Communist
Morui,f esto said that eapitalism
demeans

the human personality.

In other words, CBS, NBC,

and

ABC demean the human personality because they are capitalist.
Elsewhere, the program points
out, correctly, that the evils of
"monopoly" are a eontinuation of
a situation inherent in capitalism.
"Monopoly demeans the professional and the intellectual pursuits by reducing the exalted
market place of ideas literally to
a market where the skills of the
healer and the talents of the
artist are just so many commodities, each with its price tag.,,
Then it points out that ..essentially this has always been so in
capitalist society" (p. 13).
The Comrnuni,st Manifesto held,

similarly, that "The bourgeoisie
has stripped of its halo every occupation hitherto honored and
Iooked up to with reverent awe.
It has converted the physician,
the lawyer, the priest, the poet,
the man of science, into its paid
wage laborers."

The program then asserts that

there has been a

substantial

change in the impact of capitalism

on the professional and intellectual pursuit from the pre-monopoly to the monopoly stages. It
says that under .,monopoly,,,
standardization is extended to the

arts and professions,

,.thereby

rendering the commercialization
more crass," and ttimposing a
new quality of deadening uniformity' (p. 18). At this point in
the program, the change from the
pre-monopoly to the monopoly
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by monopoly of

mercialization and more deaden- a modern capitalist character.
ing uniformity.
But, it is necessary to keep the
A more significant exposition two forms of class relations disrelates to the "expansion of the tinct.
intellectual-professional commun6. The program, at one point,
ity" and the "enhancement of its appears to identify monopoly
social role" (pp. 69-70). The fun- with either a slave-capitalist or
damental fact, which the program cropper-capitalist economy. It
says
points out at this point, is that that when the Negro people ..were
with the "large numerical increase mostly an ag:rarian people in the
of the intellectual community,' Southern plantation economy their
there has been a "simultaneous conflict with monopoly was
growth of (its) dependence . . . veiled" (p. 61). It is not clear
'upon corporate monopoly." Mem- whether this refers
to slavery or
bers of the intellectual commun- to the cropper plantation. In
ity, in great masses, are "hired either case it pushes "monopoly,,
by giant corporations," with "the back before the onset of monopoly
intellectual as seller and monopoly capitalism. Furthermore, the reas buyer" of their skills (p. ?5). lation of slave to slave owner is
4. "The farmer's life has been not veiled; the relation of cropa struggle with monopoly as well per to the plantation owner, only
as nature" (p. 68), the program slightly less so; compared to the
declares. The contradiction bet- heavy veil that hangs over the
ween the farmers and the urban wage-labor system.
centers, for want of a better term,
The "plantation" reference
is not a unique characteristic of seems to have
been inserted primmonopoly capitalism. The farmer's
arily as the basis for the allegaor peasant's life has been a strug- tion
that today the confrontation
gle with monopoly in that the of the
Negro people with monurban center, as serler and as opoly is direct.
buyer, confronted him as a "monHowever that may be, in the
opoly." This has existed since the
reference ..mon"plantation"
development of market towns,
when the seeds of capitalism were opoly" has some other meaning
than that used in Lenin's definisprouting.
The relation of "farmer" and tion of imperialism, with which
"monopoly" cited in the program the program expresses its agreeis eorrect as a description of the ment. That other meaning may
contradietion between town and also be correct, but it is a difcountry whieh has been charac- ferent one.
teristic of commodity produetion.
6. The section of the program
It is also correct that in the U.S., on monopoly concludes with a debeginning with the development claration which, again, apparently
of the railroads, farmers have identifies monopoly with capital-
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ism in its entirety. Marxism has
held that capitalism had become
a barrier to social progress and
human welfare. But the program
says that "Monopoly is . . the
most formidable barrier to social
progress and human welfare" (P.
13). This would imply, either
that monopoly and capitalism are
identical, or that monoPolY is a
more formidable barrier than is
capitalism, or some other interpretation. In any event it is unclear as to what is meant.
The quoted sentence adds that
monopoly "is also the creator of
vast social forces, rePresenting
the overwhelming majoritY of society, that are compelled in their
most elementary self-interest, to
struggle against it, to storm and
crush its barrier" (P 18). Traditionally, Marxism has held that
capitalism creates, in the working
class, a class whose inherent
destiny it is to destroy capitalism.
It is in this spirit that the Program says that "The decisive,
principal adversary of monoPolY
is the working class" (P. 46).
Having replaced caPitalism bY
monopoly in its descriPtion of the
social order, the Program now
retraces the path to saY that "the
final defeat of monopoly requires
the transformation of the soeial

order in which it is

rooted and

nourished" (p. 1).
It says, in other words: the
final defeat of monoPolg requires
the final defeat of caPitalism;
that is, the final defeat of mow
opolg capi,talism requires the final
defeat of capitalism; that is, the
final defeat of the la,st stage of
capitalism requires the final defeat of capitalism. This ringaround-Rosie is the result of
having originallY replaced capitalism by monopoly.
The program's use of "monopoly" is understandable as a
broad description of the ownership of the means of Production
by one class, and their use bY
another, in anY class societY. In
this sense Marx says, in the
Cri,ti,que of th.e Gothau Program:
"In present daY societY the instruments of labor are the monpoly of the landowners . . and
the capitalists." And Engels had
said, in 1844, "A tinY grouP of
capitalists monopolize everything"
(The Cond,iti'on of th,e Working

in Engla,nd).
But it is not correct to use the
term monopoly, indiscriminatelY,
to describe (1) the ownershiP of
the means of Production in class
society generallY and (2) the
Class

present stage

of

caPitalism.
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nological, cold war, relative prosperity, etc.) on the working class
have been "complex and contra-

dictory." And

it

does discuss sev-

eral aspects of these efreets.

The draft program is an

ex-

celleut document in concept, eontent and style. It merits detailed
examination and critical study. It
is in this spirit that I want to
discuss an area which I believe

needs further probing. I am referring to the seetion dealing with
the working class (pages 46-57).
Because "requiems are pro-

nounced for a vanished working
class," and because certain forces
on the Left (old and new) dis-

count the role of industrial workers, it is fitting that the program
elaborates on the class struggle,

the historical role
of the workers, and counters
(briefly) the "social mythology"
which attempts to obscure the
fundamental role of the working
demonstrates

class.

This needs proper stress bewe still read: "The labor

cause

movement

is a

carbon eopy of
capitalism." (Sidney Lens); or,
"The answer of traditional Marx-

ian orthodoxy-that the industrial proletariat must eventually

rise in revolution against its capitalist oppressors-no longer car-

ries conviction" (Baran

and

Sweezy: Monopolg Capi,ta,l). And,
we know of some sections of the
New Left, who seeing the bureau-

racy, materialism and business
ethics of the Iabor movement,
view it as part of the Establishment.

More disturbing are the con-

clusions about the American labor
movement in Kenneth B. Clark,s
The Dark Ghetto. After a pro-

found observation that the white
worker in the U.S.A. has psychologically felt much less a proletarian than the European worker
because of the existence of an
oppressed black proletariat, the
author concludes: .,The American
labor movement is basically a
vehicle by which the workingman seeks to realize his aspirations to be a boss.,, The American
Marxist must probe the source of
such a generalization before he
proceeds to answer such a characterization.

It is my opinion that one can
without questioning the soundness or adequacy of the program
on the theoretical and historical
role of the American working
class, still raise questions about
the accuracy of its assessment of

the current status of the workers.
These are two related and yet
distinct questions-the historical
role of the working class and its
eurrent role. Does the treatment
of this latter question base itself firmly on American realities?

fn order for the working claes
to move from its current position
to a more decisive historical status, a very sober and realistic
estimate is necessary of where it

is today.
The draft does state that the
effects of many changes (tech-

My questions are related to
what I believe are significant
omissions in this complex and

It is these
that I affirm need further study, resea.rch and clarification-and some consequent reflection in the final draft of the

contradictory picture.
questions

program.

The draft discusses social stra-

tification only in relation to the
forty million Americans living in
dire poverty. Is it not necessary
to examine other social strata of
the working class in order to get

a deeper understanding of the
working class as a whole? Our
study of differentiation and social
stratification of the workiug class
would, of course, differ from those
sociological studies that examine
the divisions in the working class
in order to blur the concept of
class and to obscure the class con-

flict in society.
We need more information relating to income, psychological
makeup, ideological outlook, cultural level, trade union organiza'
tion, forms of struggle, etc. of the
various smaller social groupings
within the working class.
There are ten million government workers-federal, state and
local. The great majority of them
are wage and salary workers.
They constitute approximately 15

per cent of the working

class.

What do we know about them?
What about the thirteen million

in wholesale and retail trades?
Does our knowledge of the
eighteen million in manufactur.
ing tell us if certain privileged
strata of the working class are
primarily in this grouping?
lVhat strata of the working
class aside from its top labor
officialdom have been "infected"
with class partnership ideas, with
the cold war virus, with upper
middle-class ideology?
Does Lenin's theory about im-

perialism and its corrupting effects on a privileged strata of
the working class (not only its

leaders) hold for the U.S.A.
today?

Let us properly emphasize the
militaney, the economic struggles,
the economic and social gains of
the American working class, historically and today. But what

about the political and the ide-

ological planes in whieh the working class operates? How precise
an estimate do we have of this ?
And it is not a question of scolding, lecturing or faulting the
working class. It is a question
of a sound and realistic estimate

all the neeessary partisanparty.
The questions in the article
are, for the most part, left unanswered. This is deliberate. I
am calling for more research and
study as well as deeper involvement in trade union and working
class activities and struggle as a
means to arrive at a more precise
approximation at the complex and
contradictory conditions of the
working class and its various sec-

-with
ship of a Marxist

tions.

r
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Our increesed participation in

the growing number of strike

atruggles, our greater involvement in organizing the unorganized, our ongoing evaluation of
these class battles will contribute
some answers. The next phase of
development-the leap to politics
come more assuredly on
-willbasis
the
of such activities and
such knowledge.
Polls among unionists investigating attitudes of workers as
they relate to various social questions may also be very revealing.
For example, recently a survey
was made by the University of
California in cooperation with the
Alameda County (Calif.) Central
Labor Council. Hundreds of workers (taken at random) from different unions were questioned on
various problems: political action,
civil rights, automation, etc. A
good number of the workers were
in industries actuallg threatened
by automation. I will cite here
(due to space limitations) only
their findings on the questions
relating to automation:
69 per cent of the workers declared that there was no chance of
automation affecting their jobs, and
even if it did the union cotrld not
help.

26 per cent said that they had
never even thought about the ques-

tlon.
6 per cent did say that their Jobs
were threatened and that the union
had a program to meet the situation.

Is this typical? What do we
know about similar polls?

To the degree that my

own

pO[r[EI[ ilffm
Iimited study of thlr qucatlonwhere the working class of the
United States is today-would
permit, I would suggest thst the
draft program might reflect a
more accurate and & moro detailed

picture of the effects of relativo
prosperity, of anti-Communfum,
of the cold-war virus of middleclass psychology, on the ranlcs of
some sections of organized labor.
Can we not describe accurately
harmful rank and file attitudes
to the militant traditions of labor,
blind acceptance of business
unionism, indifference to union
meetings and the more obvious
relative uninvolvement in peace
and civil rights struggles?
I do not infer that this necessary aspect of the total picture be,
discussed in isolation or be improperly stressed. f do recommend
that it be included in contrast and
in opposition to the more positive and emerging features of
the current struggles. What ig
new and emerging wil still have
to confront the old and the backward. Let's discuss it frankly iu
the section on "Roadblocks to
Progress."

If we are to convince the New
Left, to dispel doubts in our ranks
and, above all, to demonstrate to
many, both in the ranks and in
the leadership of the Negro Freedom Movemenf how the working
class can fulfiU its destiny as the
leading and most dynamic force
of a new anti-monopoly alignment
of the American people, let us
present and face current weaknesses of the American labor
movement. To face them today

PROGRAM DISCUSSIONS

may help in their elimination tomorrow.
A labor resurgence in our country will be more firmly rooted to

the degree that militant, advanced

and class-conscious workers are
fully aware of all major obstacles
in their way as they strive for

labor unity and

working-class

progress.

The Communist Party of the
in its draft program does

U.S.A.

the roots of such a labor rein sueh factors as: the
technological revolution, the
Negro freedom struggle and especially the Negro workers' militancy, the fact of mass poverty,
the increasing awareness of the
toll of anti-Communism, the
threat of a nuclear war, and in
the revitalization of the Left and
Communist components in the
Iabor movement.
see

surgence

Special Enlcrrged Issue On
Marxism cxnd Religion

Iuly, 1966
A continuous dialogue between Catholics and Communists is
taking place in country after country, including our own. Many
participants in the dialogue, as well as activists in the various
people's movements and in academic circles, have expressed a
desire to lrrow more about the position of Marxism on religion.
There is also considerable interest in the progress of the dialogue
in other countries and the status of religion in the socialist
countries.

Since the start

of the year we have planned this special
will find it of extraordinary value, since

issue. We know you

it will contain

a wealth of material of theoretical and political
by Marxists here and abroad.
Among the articles included will be: Marxism and Religion;
Marx and Engels on Religion; Religion and Socialism in the
United States; Catholics and Communists; a series of articles on
Communist and Catholic Relations in Canada, France, Italy and
Latin America; as well as articles on the status of religion in
the U.S.S.R., Hungary and Poland.
You will surely want to give or send this issue to a church
,or cornmunity leader you know, to a fellow trade unionist, a
student or professor on a college campus, or some friend or
neighbor. We look forward to your order for additional copies.
Trrn Eorrons

signiftcance prepared

Read the

-

NEW PROGRAM
OF THE

COMMUNIST PARTY,

TJ.

S.A.

(A Draft)

of our era, this
for anyone who wants to know what
so(neAmerican Marxists really think
- and not what
body else says ttrey think. Here truly is a program of
struggle that will help to shape America's future and
bring closer mankind's bright horizon - Socialism.
128 pages; price: $.95
One of the major politieal documents

book is must reading
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